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WARNING

OBSERVE ALL SAFETY RULES
WHEN WORKING WITH HIGH VOLTAGES OR LINE VOLTAGES.

Dangerous voltages may be present inside this instrument.  Do not open the case
Refer servicing to qulified personnel

HIGH VOLTAGES MAY BE PRESENT AT THE TERMINALS OF THIS INSTRUMENT

WHENEVER HAZARDOUS VOLTAGES (> 45 V) ARE USED, TAKE ALL MEASURES TO
AVOID ACCIDENTAL CONTACT WITH ANY LIVE COMPONENTS.

USE MAXIMUM INSULATION AND MINIMIZE THE USE OF BARE
CONDUCTORS WHEN USING THIS INSTRUMENT.

Use extreme caution when working with bare conductors or bus bars.

WHEN WORKING WITH HIGH VOLTAGES, POST WARNING SIGNS AND
 KEEP UNREQUIRED PERSONNEL SAFELY AWAY.

CAUTION

DO NOT APPLY ANY VOLTAGES OR CURRENTS TO THE TERMINALS OF THIS
INSTRUMENT IN EXCESS OF THE MAXIMUM LIMITS INDICATED ON

THE FRONT PANEL OR THE OPERATING GUIDE LABEL.

WARRANTY

We warrant that this product is free from defects in material and workmanship and, when properly used, will
perform in accordance with applicable IET specifications.  If within one year after original shipment, it is found
not to meet this standard, it will be repaired or, at the option of IET, replaced at no charge when returned to IET.
Changes in this product not approved by IET or application of voltages or currents greater than those allowed by
the specifications shall void this warranty.  IET shall not be liable for any indirect, special, or consequential
damages, even if notice has been given to the possibility of such damages.

THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUD-
ING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTIBILITY OR FITNESS FOR
ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.



Specifications 

Handbook of Noise Measurement 

This book, by Dr. A. P. G. Peterson and Ervin E. Gross, Jr., of the GeqRad 

Engineering Staff covers thoroughly the subject of noise and vibration measurement. Copies 

are available from GenRad at $9.00 each, postpaid in the United States and Canada. 

Measurement Range and Response Characteristics: SOUND LEVEL 
RANGES: 30 to 80 dB(A) and 70 to 120 dB(A), selected by side
panel switch. Minimum measurable level with 1 /2-in. electret micro
phone, 35 dB(A) typical. 0-dB reference is 20 ~Pa.* FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE: "A" weighting. DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS: 
Rms response. Crest-factor capacity, X5 at full scale. Dynamics: 
fast and slow, switch selected. US PATENT: No. 3681618. 

Displays: ANALOG: Meter, with two 50-dB scales calibrated in 1-
dB increments. DIGITAL READOUT: 4-digit with decimal point, 
"LED". 7-segment numerals; increments 0.1 dB. DIGITAL-DIS
PLAY MODES: OFF, for minimum battery drain; CONTINUOUS, 
like meter except present reading can be "captured" by pushbutton; 
MAXIMUM, automatically holds highest level in measurement 
interval, until reset by pushbutton. 

Microphone and Preamplifier: MICROPHONE: GR 1 /2-in. electret
condenser**, 2 response types (see description). MICROPHONE CON
NECTOR: input impedance approx 2 Gn, parallel 3 pF. AC OUT
PUT: weighted, 500 mV nominal full scale, behind 5 kn. DC OUT
PUT: approx 10 mV/dB, linear, 500 mV nom fs, behind 100 kn. 
Both outputs are short-circuit-proof; both receive subminiature 
phone plugs (.097 in, 2.5 mm dia ). PREAMPLI Fl ER: plugs into 
"nose cone" of instrument and receives microphone. Preamplifier 
with microphone is easily removed for remote mounting with exten
sion cable (1 0 to 60ft, see supplied and avaiiable accessories, below). 

Calibration: FACTORY: The sound-level meter with microphone is 
fully tested and calibrated to all specifications; acoustical response 
and sensitivity are measured in a free field by comparison with a 
Western Electric; Type 640AA Laboratory Standard Microphone 
whose calibration is traceable to the U.S. National Bureau of 
Standards. FIELD: G.R. 1562-A or 1567 Sound-Level Calibrators 
are available for making an overall pressure calibration. Calibrator 
included in systems 1981-9760, -9761, -9762, -9763. 

Option: Digital data output capability; ask GR factory for details. 

Power: Removable battery pack containing 3 AA-size nickel-cad
mium rechargeable cells with charger interlock. Battery life between 
recharges, 5 to 10 hours depending on digital display usage. Battery 
charger (supplied), for 116/220 V ac 50-60Hz operation; full re
charge accomplished in about 4 hours. Instrument may be operated 
continuously from AC power by using charger; in this case battery 
pack is trickle-charged. Three AA-size primary cells (not recharge
able) may be used in place of the battery pack. 

Environment: TEMPERATURE: -10° to +50°C operating, +15° 
to +50°C battery charging, -25° to +60°C storage with battery pack 
supplied. HUMIDITY: 0 to 90% R.H., operating within ±0.5 dB_and storage. 

Mechanical: (-9750 or -9751 ): DIMENSIONS (wxhxd): 87x280x59 
mm (3.4x11 x2.3 in.). WEIGHT: 0.8 kg (28 oz) net, 1.8 kg (4 I b) 
shipping. Systems (-9760, -9761 ): DIMENSIONS: 480x380x160 
mm (19x15x6.3 in.). WEIGHT: 8 kg (171b) shipping. Sets (-9762, 
-9763): WEIGHT: 3.6 kg (8 lb) shipping. 

Supplied: BASIC PKG: Rechargeable battery pack, battery charger, 
wrist strap, carrying pouch, jeweler's screwdriver for calibration, 
plugs to fit output jacks, extension cable length 3m (10ft). 
1981-9750: Basic package. 1981-9751: same. 
1981-9760: Basic pkg, 1567 Sound-Level Calibrator and adaptor. 
spare battery pack, extension cable length 18m (60ft). tripod, 

*Ref: "The International System of Units (SI)", U.S. Dept. of 
Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, NBS Special Publication 
330. SO Cat. No. C 13.10:330/2,U.S. GPO, Wash., D.C., 20402. 

• • U.S. Patent 4,070,741 

GR P/N 5301-8111 

windscreen, light-stand adaptor, and attache-type carrying case. 
1981-9761: (Same as -9760). 
1981-9762: Basic pkg, 1567 Sound-Level Calibrator, with case 
and accessories. 
1981-9763: (Same as -9762). 

Available: (GR catalog number and description.) 

EXTENSION CABLES: 
1933-9600* cable, 3m (10ft). 
1933-9601 *cable, 18m (60ft). 

ADAPTOR CABLES, for connection to outputs, all 3ft (0.9 m) long: 
1560-9677 Subminiature phone plug toG R 274 double banana plug. 
1560-9679 Subminiature phone plug to BNC male. 
1560-9678 Subminiature phone plug to standard (0.250 inch 

dia.) phone plug. 
1560-9680 Subminiature phone plug to standard phone jack. 

OTHER ACCESSORIES: 
1981-9602* Spare Rechargeable Battery Pack. 
1560-9609 Dummy microphone, 35 pF with BNC jack. 
1981-9660* Rigid carrying case, includes space for calibrator. 

1560-9522* 
1560-9590* 
1562-9701 

1567-9701 * 

1985-9700 

tripod, and miscellaneous small accessories. 
Windscreen for microphone (package of 4 pes.) 
Tripod, will mount 1981 or an external preamp. 
Calibrator, Type 1562-A, for calibration at five 
frequencies. (Includes coupler adaptor for 1981 
microphone). 
Calibrator, Type 1567, single frequency. This 
calibrator includes a coupler adaptor for the 
1 /2-inch microphone of the 1981. 
Rec'order, de strip-chart recorder with 1 0-cm scale 
for 50-dB span of sound levels (full scale can be 
set to 500 mV) and 12 feed rates from 2 cm/h to 
60 em/min, uses Z-fold paper. 

*Starred items are the types listed above under "supplied". 

Catalog 
Description Number 

Precision Sound-Level Meter with flat random-inci- 1981-9750 
dence response Electret-Condenser Microphone. Con-
forms to IEC 651, and to ANSI S1.4-1971, Type S1 A 
(use 1567 or 1562-A Sound-Level Calibrator). 
Precision Sound-Level Meter with flat perpendicular- 1981-9751 
incidence response Electret-Condenser Microphone. 
Conforms to IEC 651. 

iii 



IV 

Condensed Operating Instructions 

Battery Check. Slide the Power switch (see illustration) 
to the BAT position and hold it there briefly. The meter 
pointer should swing above midscale (the line labeled BAT) 
and hold steady (no more than 1-dB of droop). The digital 
display should be 888.8. Otherwise, replace or recharge the 
battery pack; refer to para 2.1. (For immediate use, three 
AA-size alkaline cells can be substituted.) Repeat the battery 
check at least every half hour of use. 

Elementary Performance Check. Slide the Power switch 
ON, the RANGE switch to 70-120 dB, and DIGITAL DIS
PLAY switch to MAX. Remove the slip-on protective cap 
from the microphone. Press and release the CAPTURE 
DISPLAY button to erase the digital display numbers (in a 
quiet room). Speak ?r whistle within a foot of the micro
phone. The meter should respond and the digital display 
should retain the maximum level. 

Meter Speed of Response. Set the FAST/SLOW switch 
to SLOW for general purposes (and whenever the meter 
fluctuates 3 dB or more on FAST). 

CAUTION 
A continuing measurement of 115 dB(A) or more 
indicates a hazard to your hearing. Immediately 
protect personnel with suitable ear muffs or plugs. 

Calibration. For best accuracy, use a G R 1567 or 1562 
Sound-Level Calibrator as follows: 

a. Check that the calibrator battery has adequate volt
age. (Refer to calibrator instruction manual if necessary.) 

b. Install a Y:z-in. coupler/adaptor on the calibrator. If 
there is a choice of frequencies, select 1 kHz. 

c. Turn the calibrator ON. (The output is audible). 
d. Slide the 1981 Power switch ON, the RANGE switch 

to 70-120 dB, and the DIGITAL DISPLAY switch to CONT. 
e. Stand the instrument upright (mic;:rophone up). 

Be sure you have removed the slip-on protective cap from 
the microphone. Slowly seat the calibrator so the top of the 
microphone disappears up inside the adaptor. 

f. The meter should read 114.0 ±0.5 dB. If it does not, 
use the jewelers' screwdriver (supplied) to turn the CAL 
screw to bring the meter pointer and digital display (which 
should agree within 1 dB)to 114.0 dB(A). If the tempera
ture or atmospheric pressure is unusually high or low, 
refer to the footnote*. 

g. Gently remove the calibrator and turn it off. 

*The recommended calibrators normally provide sound at this 
level. Refer to calibrator instru.ction manual for corrections, 
which may be significant (more than 0.2 dB) OUTSIDE of these 
ranges: temperature -5° to +35° cd altitude >600 m, barometer 
within 60 mm (Hg) of normal [23 to 95° F, 2000 ft, 2.4 in.(Hg)]. 

h. Repeat calibration at reasonable intervals, such as 
twice a day or just before critical measurements. 

Orientation. If your microphone is the "flat-random
incidence-response" type (commonly specified in U.S.A., 
supplied with GR 1981-9750), the shortest path from sound 
source should be along a 70° line to the microphone. Grazing 
incidence (90°) gives practically the same results. 

If your microphone is the "flat-perpendicular-incidence
response" type (commonly specified in many countries, 
supplied with GR 1981-9751), the shortest path from the 
sound source should be along the 0° line to the microphone. 

Observer Position. Preferably place yourself the same 
distance from the sound source as the microphone. Hold 
the sound-level meter about arm's length away from your 
body. Do NOT stand between source and microphone; do 
NOT place your hand within 12 em (5 in.) of the micro
phone, for good measurements. 

For best measurements, mount the microphone and 
preamplifier on a tripod; and remove both sound-level 
meter and observer from the sound field. The preamplifier 
can be unplugged from the nose cone, after you loosen a 
captive setscrew accessible through a hole in back of nose 
cone. Refer to para 2.3 and 2.4. 

Winfl Screen and Protective Cap. For any measurements 
outdoors or near a fan, install a windscreen over the micro
phone, but not pressed on as far as it will go. (Outer sur
face of windscreen should come to the line between top of 
preamplifier and base of microphone.) For protection during 
storage, a slip-on cap should be used. Remember to remove 
it from the microphone before making measurements. 

Range. The 70-120-dB range is recommended for gen
eral purposes. To measure low-level sounds (below the level 
of conversation), slide the RANGE switch to 30-80 dB. 

Digital Display. Slide the DIGITAL DISPLAY switch 
to CONTINUOUS for a 4-digit display that essentially 
duplicates the analog (meter) reading. One advantage of 
this display is its resolution, 0.1 dB. Other advantages are 
the "Capture" and "maximum" functions described below. 

Capture Display. You can capture the measurement 
at any moment of your choice, without looking at the 
displays. 

a. Slide the DIGITAL DISPLAY switch to CONT, 
beforehand. 

b. At the desired moment, press the CAPTUREDlS
PLA Y button. The digital display will be "frozen" as long 
as you hold the pushbutton. 

Maximum Display. The instrument can automatically 
capture the maximum reading in a measurement period; 
you do not have to watch the displays. 



a .. Slide the DIGITAL DISPLAY switch to MAX, 
beforehand. 

b. Press the CAPTURE DISPLAY button shortly before
hand and release it at the beginning of the measurement 
period. 

c. If there is a chance of a loud noise occuring soon 
after the measurement period, press and hold the CAP
TURE DISPLAY button at the end of the period, to cap
ture the desired reading and prevent its being replaced by 
a larger one. 

d. If there is no chance of such a noise occurring, 
which might affect your measurement, read the digital dis
play and record the value. To make another measurement, 
return to step b. 

PREAMPLIFIER 

CAPTURE DISPLAY 
BUTTON 

DIGITAL DISPLAY 

RANGE SWITCH 

POWER SWITCH 

DIGITAL DISPLAY 
SWITCH 

BATTERY COMPARTMENT 

To Charge the Battery Pack. Do not attempt to recharge 
any battery except the 1981-9602 pack, supplied. 

a. On the 1981-0420 Battery Charger, set the line
voltage switch as is appropriate (either 104 to 127 V or 
198 to 242 V ac). 

b. Plug the charger into the 1981 BAT CHARGE jack. 
Connect the charger line cord to a suitable power line (refer 
to NOTE in para 2.6.1 c). 

c. From a normal discharged condition, charge the 
pack for 4 hr, with the 1981 Power OFF. (Charging takes 
much longer with Power ON.) For partial discharge, 
charge approx 15 min for each 30 min of discharge. 

d. Instrument should operate for 5 hr with digital display 
in use ( 10 hr otherwise), on a full charge. Refer to para 2.6. 

SETSCREW (REAR) TO LOCK 
.,.,..,.,. ... PREAMPLIFIER CONNECTOR 

CAL SCREW 
(ADJUSTMENT) 

METER 

FAST/SLOW SWITCH 

BAT. CHARGE JACK 

The 1981 Precision Sound-Level Meter. U.S. Patent No. 3,681,618. v 





Introduction-Section 1 

1.1 SOUND I THE SOUND-LEVEL METER 
1.2 PURPOSE . . . . . . . . 

1-1 
1-2 
1-4 
1-4 
1-4 

1.3 DESCRIPTION . . . . . . . . 
1.4 CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND CONNECTORS . 
1.5 MICROPHONES AND ACCESSORIES . . . . . 

1.1 SOUND; THE SOUND LEVEL METER. 

"Sound" includes many categories, such as music, noise, 
voices, and pure tones. We are concerned with measure
ment of audible sounds. Sound is a variation in normal at
mospheric pressure. When the pressure variations repeat at 
a frequency in the range of 20 to 20,000 cycles per second 
and have sufficient amplitude, they are audible. The appar
ent loudness which a listener attributes to a given sound de
pends primarily on the magnitude of this variation and also 
on its frequency (or component frequencies). He may feel 
pleasure, annoyance, or pain or even experience loss of hear
ing, either temporary or permanent. These effects depend 
upon the characteristics of the sound: magnitude, frequen
cy, duration and rate of occurrence, and also on the listen
er himself. Sound level is a scientifically definable property 
of sound, defined with "frequency weighting" for specific 
purposes, such as to make measurements correlate more 
closely with loudness as perceived by an average person. 

The basic instrument for measurement of sound is a 
"sound-level meter", such as the 1981. It responds to sound 
pressure at its microphone and gives you a reading in "deci
bels" (dB). To be more precise, if a sound-level meter reads 
85 dB, the ratio of the sound pressure at the microphone 
to a reference sound pressure is 85 dB. In mathematical 
terms, 20 times the logarithm 10 of that ratio is 85, in this 
example. The reference, a widely accepted standard for 
sound measurements, is 20 ~-tPa. Note: Pa (pascal) = N/m2 

(newton per square meter). Thus, a sound-pressure level of 
0 dB corresponds to a sound pressure of 20 ~-tPa, approxi
mately the threshold of human hearing. 

The logarithmic nature of decibel measure results in a 
convenient scale for an impressively large range of sound 
levels ( 120 dB is equivalent to 20,000,000 ~-tPa). A number 
of possible situations in sound measurement involve combi
nations of sounds. There is an addition of sound energy, 
but not of decibels. For example, if a vacuu-m cleaner across 
the room causes a 70-dB(A) measurement, two of them will 
measure 73 dB(A) and four of them 76 dB(A). If a riveting 
machine at a certain distance is measured at 110 dB(A), 

two of them will measure 113 dB(A). Generally, each fac
tor of 2 in sound power is an addition of 3 dB; each factor 
of 10, an addition of 10 dB. 

The apparent loudness that we attribute to a sound 
varies with the sound pressure and (in a less obvious way) 
with the frequency of the sound. (The way loudness varies 
with frequency depends also on the sound pressure.) The 
frequency dependence is taken into account to some extent 
by "weighting" networks within an instrument that meas
ures sound-pressure level. Such an instrument, with weight
ing network, is called a sound-level meter. 

If the frequency of a certain sound is 1000 Hz, a high 
soprano note, weighting has no effect. In this example, an 
"A" weighted instrument like the 1981 and another sound
level meter with "flat" weighting (flat frequency response) 
would both agree. But if the frequency is 100 Hz, a low 
bass note, the "A" weighted instrument would indicate 
20 dB lower than the "flat" weighted one. The "A" 
weighted sound-level meter (not the other) generally gives 
you the same reading for SOl!nds that seem equally loud, 
over a wide range of frequencies. 

Several kinds of weighting (for various purposes) have 
been standardized by the American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) to assure uniformity in sound-level meas
urement. These are designated A, B, C, and others. We 
indicate weighting characteristic in parentheses after "dB", 
thus: the GR 1981-B measures from 30 to 120 dB(A). 

More elaborate instruments are available to determine 
the frequency comjx>nents present in a given sound and 
for recording the time history of sounds. However, a pre
cision sound-level meter like the 1981 remains the basic tool 
for measuring sound as it affects people. 

For further information, refer to the Handbook of 
Noise Measurement,* which explains sound and vibration, 
their effects on people, measurement units, instrumentation, 
techniques, control, legislation, standards, and many related 
topics. 

*Peterson, A.P.G., and Gross, E. E. Jr., Handbook of Noise Meas
urements, published by GenRad, Concord, Mass. 
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Figure 1-1 (A, B, C). Controls, connectors, and indicators. 

1.2 PURPOSE. 

The GR 1981-B Precision Sound-Level Meter performs 
a wide range of measurements. It will measure accurately 
the noise generated by consumer appliances, office and 
industrial machinery, and vehicles. Several features make 
this instrument ideal for measurements essential to transpor
tation noise studies and control. It is also a particularly 
useful tool for industrial noise control (OSHA) and is gen
erally useful for making sound-level measurements in any 
application where the sound level lies between 35 dB (typi-
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cal of a very soft whisper) and 120 dB (typical level near 
the runway when a big jet plane takes off). 

The digital display makes this sound-level meter supreme· 
ly useful for industrial plant noise and community noise 
surveys, for which many measurements must be taken. 
The readout numbers are precise and easy to see. 

The characteristics of the 1981 have been optimized for 
measurement of vehicle noise. Its wide analog display ranges 
(50-dB span on each range, without the need for range 
switching) and its digital display with a memory provide for 
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Name* 

DIGITAL DISPLAY 
Switch (B-S4) 

Power Switch 
(B-S3) 

Digital Display 

Meter (A-M1) 

CAL Screw (C-R5) 

AC OUTPUT 
Jack (A-J2) 

FAST/SLOW 
Switch (A-S2) 

DC OUTPUT Jack 
(A-J4) 

BAT CHARGE 
Jack (G-J5) 

RANGE switch 
(A-S3) 

CAPTURE DISPLAY 
Button (A-S1) 

Tripod mount (not 
shown) 

Table 1-1 

CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND CONNECTORS 

Description 

Slide switch, 3 positions: OFF, 
CONT,MAX. 

Slide switch, 3 positions: OFF, 
ON,BAT. (Spring return from 
BAT to ON.) 

4-digit numerical readout with 
fixed decimal point after 3rd digit; 
red light-emitting-diode type. 

Analog meter with 3-in. scales, 
30 to 80 and 70 to 120 dB(A). 
and BAT check mark at midrange. 

Screwdriver adjustment potentio
meter. 10 turns. 

Subminiature phone jack will 
accept Switchcraft 850 series 
"Microplug" (2.5 mm, .097 in. dia). 

Two-position slide switch. 

Subminiature phone jack, 
like item 6. 

Miniature phone jack will accept 
Switchcraft 750 series "Tiniplug" 
(3.5 mm, 0.14 in. dia). 

Slide switch, 2 positions: 30-80 
and 7~ 120 dB. 

Pushbutton, spring returned. 

Threaded hole in rear cover, 
1/4-20 thread (inch). 

Function 

OFF inhibits digital display (reduces load on bat
tery). CONT selects continuously updated digital 
dispaly. MAX retains digital display of highest 
measurement since last release of item 11. 

OFF disconnects instrument from de power (but 
does not inhibit battery charging). ON enables 
normal operation. BAT causes meter to indicate 
battery condition (see item 4). 

Displays sound level, as selected by item 1, in 2 
ranges, selected by item 10. covering 30 to 120 
dB(A) in increments of 0.1 dB. Indicates "888.8" 
when item 2 is held on BAT. 

Continuously indicates sound level at microphone 
(regardless of item 1) if power ON. Indicates battery 
condition if item 2 at BAT, or rest position of pointer 
(bottom of scale) if item 2 is OFF. Battery indication 
not calibrated in volts. 

Overall calibration of sound-level meter. (Set displays 
to proper value while a calibrator provides a known 
sound level at the microphone, attached or remote.) 

Connects ac signal for external equipment such as 
ac level recorder. oscilloscope, headphones. Weight-
ing is like "A" except below 20Hz. Approx ac voltage: 
1.6. 28, 500 mV at bottom, mid, and full meter-scale 
deflections, respectively. Source: 5 kn. 

Selects either of 2 time constants with which 
detector responds to changes in sound level. Time 
constants are 1/8 and 1 s. 

Connects de signal for external equipment such as 
de recorder. Approx voltage: 0 to 500 mV linear, 
from bottom to full meter-scale deflection. Source: 
100 kn. 

Connects from battery charger directly to battery 
pack (through an interlock that is open-circuited 
if you are using other battieres), regardless of 
switch positions. items 1. 2. Use GR 1981-0420 
Battery Charger. 

Selects either of 2 overall sensitivities, corresponding 
to the 2 ranges of the meter. item 4. 

Depressing and holding the button locks digital dis
play at present reading. If item 1 is at MAX, releasing 
this button resets digital display to present sound 
level, ready for a new max measurement. 

Standard mount, as on cameras, for fastening to 
tripod or wrist strap. 

• Reference designators such as (B-S4) are supplied for comparison with service information (Sections 3, 4, and 5). 
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rapid and accurate measurements. You can "capture" a 
sound-level measurement at any particular instant and 
hold it on the digital display; or the instrument can be set 
to capture and retain the maximum sound-pressure level 
during a measurement interval. 

The 1981 is capable of making all vehicle noise measure
ments that have been promulgated by various government 
authorities, in addition, it will make measurements re
quired by the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) 
of 1970 (84STAT. 1590). 

The 1981 complies fully with the following standards: 
IEC Recommendation Publication 179-1965; Precision 

Sound-Level Meter. 
ANSI Standard Specification for Sound-Level Meters, 

S1.4-1971, Type S1A (Precision, Special Purpose, A
weighting only). To comply fully with Type 1 requirements, 
the 1981 must be used with either a 1562 or 1567 Sound
Level Calibrator. 

1.3 DESCRIPTION. 

The GR 1981-B Precision Sound-Level Meter is a light
weight, battery-operated instrument. It features both analog 
and digital indicators with 2 wide display ranges, 30 to 80 
and 70 to 120 dB, each one continuous over a full 50-dB 
span. Its frequency weighting meets the" A" characteristic 
as specified by ANSI and I EC. It features a true rms detector 
with both "fast" and "slow" time constants. On the digital 
display (numerals) you can read the same level as the meter 
continuously or capture that level at the push of a button. 
Additionally, the digital display can present and retain the 
maximum sound-level during a measurement interval. The 
unit can be operated from either a nickel-cadmium recharg
eable battery (supplied with instrument) or from standard 
alkaline cells (three type AA cells required). 

Mechanically, the· instrument package consists of a wrap
around chassis, with a high-impact ABS "nose cone .. that 
has a removable preamplifier and microphone in the tip, a 
battery compartment, and front bezel. The circuitry is 
mounted on high quality glass-epoxy printed-circuit boards 
interconnected with "printed" cables. 

The instrument will drive external equipment such as an 
ac or de recorder. The microphone can easily be unscrewed 
from the preamplifier for replacement. The microphone and 
preamplifier together can be unplugged and located remotely 
with an accessory cable (which is plugged into the "nose 
cone"). 

1.4 CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND CONNECTORS. 

Figure 1-1 (A,B,C) illustrates the sound-level meter. 
Table 1-1 further describes the individual controls, indica
tors, and connectors. 

1-4 INTRODUCTION 

1.5 MICROPHONE AND ACCESSORIES. 

Microphone. The microphone used on the 1981 is a%" 
electret-condenser type (outside diameter 1.27 em). Two 
versions are available, one optimized for sound coming from 
random directions, the other for sound arriving perpendi
cular to the diaphragm, ie., along the axis of the cylindrical 
shape of the microphone. 

Characteristics of each type of microphone, measured 
while it is mounted remotely on the preamplifier, are shown 
in para 2.3.5. 

Each microphone is individually calibrated and its 
calibration certificate is supplied. 

Supplied. Refer to Tables 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 for accessories 
supplied with each of the 1981-family of precision sound
level meters, sets, and systems. 

Figure 1-2 illustrates a 1981 system especially suited for 
vehicle noise and community noise measurements. 

Available. Refer to Table 1-5 for additional accessories 
that are recommended for extending the usefulness of the 
1981 family of precision sound-level meter systems. 

Figure 1-2. Precision noise measurement system, 1981-9760 or 
-9761. The tilting sleeve adaptor, with both sleeves, is shown 
mounted on the tripod. 



Quantity 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
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*See Table 1-5. 

Quantity 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 

•see Table 1-5. 

Quantity 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 

Table 1-2 

INSTRUMENT AND ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED 
WITH PRECISION SOUND-LEVEL METERS 1981-9750 AND -9751 

Description 

Precision Sound-Level Meter, instrument only (includes 1981-4000 preamplifier) 
Microphone, 1 /2" diam, "random", with -9750, "perpendicular", with -9751 
Battery pack (assembly) 
Battery charger 
Wrist strap 
Screwdriver (jeweler's, for calibration) 
Subminiature phone plug ($witchcraft no. 850 "Micro-Plug") 
Extension cable, 3 m ( 10 ft) long 

Table 1-3 

INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED 
IN PRECISION SOUND MEASUREMENT SETS 1981-9762 AND -9763 

Description 

Precision Sound-Level Meter, instrument only (includes 1981-4000 preamplifier) 
Microphone, 1 /2" diam, "random", in -9762; "perpendicular", in -9763 
Battery pack (assembly, for S LM) 
Battery charger 
Wrist strap 
Screwdriver (jeweler's, for calibration) 
Subminiature phone plug ($witchcraft no. 850 "Micro-Plug") 
Sound-Level Calibrator (with the following battery and case) 
Battery (for calibrator, like Burgess no. 2U6, one required) 
Extension cable, 3 m ( 10 'ft) long 
Adaptor (fits calibrator to 1 /2-in. microphone) 

Table1-4 

INSTRUMENTS AND ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED 
IN PRECISION NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 1981-9760 AND -9761 

Description and Comment * * 

Precision Sound-Level Meter, instrument only (includes 1981-4000 preamplifier) 
Microphone, 1/2" diam, "random", in -9760; "perpendicular", in -9761 
Battery pack (assembly, for SLM) 
Battery charger 
Wrist strap 
Screwdriver (jeweler's, for calibration) 
Subminiature phone plug (Switchcraft no. 850 "Micro-Plug") 
Sound-Level Calibrator 
Battery (for calibrator, like Burgess no. 2U6) 
Adaptor (fits calibrator to 1/2-in. microphone) 
Extension cable, 3 m ( 10 ft) long 
Extension cable, 18 m (60ft) long 
Windscreen (foam-plastic sphere; use when outdoors) 
Tripod (to hold SLM or preamplifier/adaptor, or camera; tilting swivel head and sleeves 

for preamp included) 
Light-stand adaptor (enables light stand to serve as extra tall tripod) 
Carrying case (attache case with compartments formed in foam plastic; holds everything 
listed above, with instruction manuals, microphone calibration certificate, and space 
for data sheets) 

•see Table 1-5. * •see para. 2-4. 

Part Number 

1981-3100 

* 
1981-9602 
1981..Q420. 0'-/l.- ~--
1981-0410 
1565-0440 
4270-1110 
1933-9600 

Part Number 

1981-3100 
* c . J --d 

1981 9602 t7 tr ;-o-L <1) 

1981-Q420 6 (/2.-- ·r-
1981-0410 
1565-0440 
4270-1110 
1567-9701 
8410-3200 
1933-9600 
1562-9601 

Part Number 

1981-3100 

1981-9602 
1981-0420.- O<.f ~~ 
1981-0410 
1565-0440 
4270-1110 
1567-9701 
8410-3200 
1562-9601 
1933-9600 
1933-9601 
1560-7551 
1560-9590 

1981-1200 
1981-9660 
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Name 

Microphones* 

Battery Pack 

Sound-Level 
Calibrator 

Sound-Level 
Calibrator 

Cables 

Windscreen 

Tripod 

Light-Stand 
Adaptor 

Recorder 

• U.S. Patent 4,070,741 

Table 1-5 

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE 

Electret-condenser, 1/2 in. dia: 
-flat random-incidence response 

Description 

-flat perpendicular-incidence response. 

Assembly containing 3 rechargeable Ni-Cd cells. 

Generates a tone with exactly known sound-pressure level, at any of 5 selectable 
ANSI-preferred frequencies. The 1562-6130 Adaptor and battery are included 
(uses Burgess PM6 battery). 

Generates 1-kHz tone with exactly known sound-pressure level. Includes 1562-6130 
adaptor. Battery included (uses Burgess 2U6). 

Fits calibrator to 1 /2-in. microphone. 

Extension cable for connecting preamplifier to sound-level meter, length 90 em (3ft) 
Same, except length 3m (10ft) 
Same, except length 6 m (20ft) 
Same, except length 18m (60ft) 
Has subminiature phone plug (like Switchcraft 850 series "Micro-plug"), length 0.9 m (3ft), 

with double banana plug (GR 274 series). 
Same, except with standard ( 1 /4-in.) phone plug 
Same, except with BNC plug (male). 
Same, except length 0.6 m (2ft) with standard (1/4-in.) phone jack. 

Sphere of foam plastic, fits over 1 /2-in. microphone, Package of 4. 

Telescoping legs and center post permit adjustment, 38 to 144 em (15 to 56.5 in.). 
Accessories included: tilting Sleeve Adaptor (1560-2560) for mounting sound-
level meter, camera, or either of the following sleeves: 1 /2-in. sleeve holds 1981-4000 or 
1560-P42, 3/4-in. sleeve holds 1972-9600 preamplifiers. 

Additional accessory will clamp onto photographic light stand, such as Alumilite 
AL-12, which extends to 3.6 m (12ft), or onto any rod up to 9 mm diam 
(0.36 in.). Tilting sleeve adaptor from tripod fits on this adaptor. 

De strip-chart recorder with 1 0-cm scale for 50-dB span of sound levels (full 
scale can be set to 500 mV) and 12 feed rates from 2 cm/hr to 60 em/min, 
uses Z-fold paper. 

New Calibrators 
1986 Omnical Sound-Level Calibrator: new-generation, 
multi-function calibration 

1987 Minical Sound Level Calibrator: 
quick, accurate field checks 

Catalog Number 

1962-9610 
1962-9611 

1981-9602 

1562-9701 

1567-9701 

1933-9613 
1933-9600 
1933-9612 
1933-9601 
1560-9677 

1560-9678 
1560-9679 
1560-9680 

1560-9522 

1560-9590 

1981-1200 

1985-9700 

The 1986 is GenRad's newest calibrator, and the only cali
brator available with multiple levels, multiple frequencies 
and tone burst signals. It is also the only portable sound
level calibrator that allows you to check nearly all of the 
characteristics of a sound-level meter specified by IEC and 
ANSI standards. The unit couples easily to a wide variety 
ofGenRad's and other manufacturers' microphones, mak
ing it ideal for virtually any acoustic instrument or system. 

Five calibrated output levels range from 74 to 114 dB in 
10-dB steps, allowing precise calibration in selected mea
surement ranges in addition to attenuator and linearity 
checks. Six frequencies are selectable from 125Hz to 
4000 Hz in octave steps, allowing a thorough check of 
total instrument response, including the microphone. 

The 1987 Minical Sound-Level Calibrator is designed to 
allow quick, accurate field checks of acoustic instrument 
sensitivity. It produces a single-frequency output of 1000 
Hz at sound-pressure levels of either 94 or 114 dB; it fea
tures a high-impact-resistant case and a special package 
design that make it resistant to moisture, dust and 
mechanical shock. The 1987 Minical incorporates the 
same design features for accuracy and stability as those 
noted for the 1986 Omnical. It also couoles to the same 
variety of microphone sizes 

1-6 INTRODUCTION 

The 1987 is ideal for quick, daily caliuiation checks of 
sound-level meters and other acoustic instruments where 
sensitivity should be ascertained before and after 
measurements. 
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2.1 SETUP. 

2.1.1 Battery Installation and Removal. Figure 2-1. 

The batteries go in a compartment on the bottom of the 
1981-B Precision Sound-Level Meter. Use this procedure: 

a. Slide the battery compartment cove~ off to the right 
(Push with your thumb, away from the notched end). 

b. Observe the polarity marked on the batteries and 
match it to the marking molded in the battery compart
ment. The label ''This Side Up", on the battery pack, ap
plies while the instrument is upside down, as pictured. 

c. Install the battery pack by placing the proper end 
at an angle against the coiled springs. Push first to compress 
the springs, then to seat the other end in position. When 
you release the pack, the coil springs will push the pack 
into contact at the opposite end. 

d. Replace the cover, oriented as shown in Figure 1-1. 

NOTE 
A new battery pack is, in general, partly or fully 
discharged; charge it for 4 hr, with the.Power 
Switch OFF. Refer to para 2.6. The fully cha'rged 
battery pack will provide 4 to 5 hr of continuous 
operation. 

The 1981 may also be used with any other type of AA 
cell (3 cells required). Ordinary carbon-zinc cells will run 
the 1981 for about the same length of time as the recharge
able pack. Alkaline cells will provide power for 8 to 10 
hours. Install AA cells one at a time in the same manner as 
the rechargeable pack. Follow the polarity instructions 
which are molded into the inner surface of the battery 
compartment, i.e., middle cell,+ to right; other 2 cells, 
+to left. 

CAUTION 
Do NOT attempt to recharge any battery other 
than the rechargeable pack supplied for the 
1981. Any attempt to charge non-rechargeable 
cells can cause them to overheat and explode. 

Do NOT attempt to defeat the interlock that 
is intended to prevent recharging of miscellaneous 
AA cells. 

Removal. To remove the battery pack, press it so as to 
compress the spring contacts and tip the pack, as pictured. 
It is then easy to withdraw the pack for replacement. 

2. 1.2 Battery Check. 

After the battery has been installed, slide the Power 
Switch to BAT and hold it there for a moment. The meter 
pointer will move upscale and the digital display will read 
"888.8". This display places a heavy drain on the batteries, 
to prove their condition. If the pointer holds steadily above 
the BAT mark on the face of the meter, the battery has 

Figure 2-1. Removal of the battery pack. 
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adequate capacity to ensure operation at full rated accu
racy. If the reading is below the BAT mark, either recharge 
or replace (see para 2.6); otherwise the instrument cannot 
be expected to perform properly. 

NOTE 
Repeat the battery check 2 or 3 times each 
hour of operation, as a routine precaution. 

The meter serves as a battery indicator while you hold 
the Power Switch in the BAT position. Since battery voltage 
is related to its potential energy, the meter reading will give 
you some idea of how much operating time remains before 

Figure 2-2. Calibration, with the 1567 Sound-Level Calibrator. 
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the battery becomes impotent. This property is most useful 
when non-rechargeable cells are in use; less so with the 
nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery pack, because it main
tains a relatively constant output voltage during use, until 
nearly all its energy has been spent. 

2.1.3 Uncovering the Microphone. 

Before using or calibrating the sound level meter, be 
sure the microphone is uncovered (except for windscreen, 
see para 2.4.7). The microphone, normally atop the "nose 
cone", is cylindrical in shape with a smooth outer surface 
and several dozen holes in the upper (sensing) end. It can 
be unscrewed without tools from the preamplifier. The 
threads are fine and require caution in handling. Protect 
the top of the microphone, when not in use, with the 
plastic dust cap (provided) that pushes on and can easily be 
pulled off. (The preamplifier can be withdrawn upwards, 
unplugged, after a setscrew has been turned ccw; see para 2.2.6.) 

2.1.4 Acoustic Calibration. Figure 2-2. 

To ensure that the entire system is operating properly, 
calibrate before and after a series of measurements. (The 
system may include, for example, accessory cables and pre
amplifier.) Use G R 1562 or 1567 Sound-Level Calibrators* 
as follows, in the same environment as the measurements, 
Refer also to para 2.5. 

a. Slide the 1981 Power switch ON, RANGE switch to 
70-120 dB, and DIGITAL DISPLAY switch to CONT. 

b. Fit the 1 /2-inch microphone adaptor 1562-6130 into 
the sound-level calibrator. 

c. Turn the calibrator ON and check its battery. (The 
1567 BATTERY meter should indicate "OK". If you are 
using the 1562, follow instructions on its panel. Replace 
batteries if nec.essary, referring to the calibrator instruction 
manual.) 

d. Place the calibrator over the microphone of the 1981. 
If you are using the 1562 calibrator, set its frequency to 1 kHz. 

e. The meter and display should read 114 ±0.5 dB under 
normal conditions. If they do not, carefully turn the CAL 
screwdriver control, located on the right side panel, for a 
reading of 114 dB (normally). Use a jeweler's screwdriver 
(supplied). 

NOTE 
The calibration level is a function of atmos
pheric pressure (altitude) and ambient temp
erature. If you are far above sea level or if the 
air is much hotter or colder than normal room 
temperature, refer to the calibrator instruction 
manual for correction data. 

In addition you can check the system frequency response 
if you have the five-frequency 1562 Sound-Level Calibrator. 
See para 4.3.1. 

*Suitable calibrators are included in 1981 sets and systems fisted in 
para 1-5. 



Calibration Service. In the interests of maintaining accu
racy in sound measurements, another calibration service 
is provided for owners of General Radio sound-level meters. 
If you bring yours in to one of our offices, we will be 
pleased to check its calibration by means of an acoustic 
calibrator. 

2.1.5 Meter Window. 

To avoid scratching the meter window or affecting the 
meter reading unnecessarily, do not rub or mark on the 
window without observing the precautions given in the 
Service Section (para 4.6). 

2.2 USE OF CONTROLS, INDICATORS, AND CONNEC
TORS. (Refer to Figure 1-1 and Table 1-1 ). 

2.2.1 Power Switch. 

The Power Switch is a three-position slide switch that 
controls all power to the 1981 and enables the battery 
check. The ON position is in the center: OFF, left; and 
battery-check (BAT) to the right (spring-returned). A red 
dot, uncovered by the slider, serves as a reminder when the 
instrument is ON. The only warmup time required is that 
for the indicators to stabilize (typically 1 s). 

2.2.2 FAST-SLOW Switch. 

This switch selects the dynamic characteristics of the 
indicators. On steady sounds the reading of the meter will 
be the same for either the SLOW or FAST positions. Gen
erally, take a measurement initially in the FAST posi
tion. However, most sounds do not have a constant level. 
The reading often fluctuates over a range of a few decibels 
or more during a measurement interval. 

Use the FAST position if the fluctuations are less than 
4 dB. Note the maximum and minimum readings. To be 
precise, include this range in your measurement, as for 
example: 

85 to 91 dB(A), or 88 ±3 dB(A). 
Switch to the SLOW position to obtain an average read

ing when the fluctuations on the FAST position are more 
than 3 or 4 dB. 

In the. SLOW position, the sound-level meter's averaging 
period is about 1 second. Sound•level changes slower than 
that cause fluctuations in the readings. To obtain a single
number average reading, observe maximum and minimum 
readings. If the difference is less than 6 dB (max- min), 
simply average the 2 "SLOW" values. For exa.mple, if the 
extremes are 83 and 89 dB(A), the average is 86 dB(A). 
However, if the range of fluctuation is greater than 6 dB, 
the average sound-pressure level is usually taken to be 3 dB 
below the maximum SLOW level. In selecting this maxi
mum level, it js also customary to ignore any unusually high 
levels that occur infrequently. For example, if the significant 
maximum is 94 dB, report the measurement as: 91 dB(A) 
average. 

The meter needle will fall 10 dB in about 2 s (SLOW) or 
1/3 s (FAST) following the abrupt cessation of a loud sound. 

It should be noted that any standardized sound-level 
measurement procedure will specify whether the FAST or 
SLOW dynamic characteristic should be selected, or speci
ficallv how to determine which to use. 

2.2.3 DIGITAL DISPLAY and CAPTURE DISPLAY Switches. 

OFF. The OFF position of the DIGITAL DISPLAY switch 
disables the digital display circuitry, to extend battery life. 
It is not necessary to turn the digital display off when turn
ing the instrument off, because the Power Switch controls 
all power to the 1981. 

CONT. The CONT position turns on the digital display, 
so that it provides a continuously updated digital readout of 
sound-level. New numbers appear at the rate of 7 readings 
per second. If you want to hold the current value in the 
display, depress the CAPTURE DISPLAY pushbutton. (The 
button may be operated by the left thumb when the 1981 
is being held as described in para 2.3.) The reading which 
was in the display when the switch was pressed will remain 
for as long as you depress the switch, giving you time to 
observe the reading and record it. To resume continuous 
readings, release the pushbutton. 

MAX To obtain a digital display of the highest level 
in a varying sound, for instance, the maximum sound level 
as a vehicle passes by, set the DIGITAL DISPLAY switch 
to MAX. Just before the desired measurement, press the 
CAPTURE DISPLAY button for a moment to reset this 
display to tne current sound level. As the sound level in
creases, the display reading will increase. When the sound level 
subsides, the digital display will retain its highest value. 

If a higher sound level is anticipated before this value 
can be recorded, press the CAPTURE DISPLAY switch 
to hold the value in the display. It will be "captured" 
as long as the switch is depressed. 

Even if there is no need to "capture" the maximum 
reading, one must press the CAPTURE DISPLAY button 
momentarily and release it to begin a new MAX level 
measurement. In summary, the CAPTURE DISPLAY 
pushbutton holds the current reading in the digital display 
when depressed and resets the digital display to the current 
sound-level when released. 

2.2.4 Digital Display Ran~e. 

The digital display provides numerical indication of some 
sound levels that are "off scale" for each setting of the 
RANGE switch. On the 30 to 80-dB range, usable displays 
go ~slow as the instrument "noise floor" (about 28 dB(A) 
with the microphone supplied) and as high as 95 dB(A); 
on the 70 to 120-dB range, as low as 60 dB(A) and as high 
as 135 dB(A). However any display that is not within the 
selected range (30-80 or 70-120) may be inaccurate; the 
specifications do NOT apply. Use such displays only for 
relative measurements or approximations; or use special 
calibration. (Also see para 2.3. 7.) 
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2.2.5 Output Jacks. 

General. The 1981 provides at its AC OUTPUT jack a 
weighted replica of the input (microphone) signal, taken 

prior to detection. Its level is about 500 mV when the meter 
reads full scale. A de signal proportional to meter deflection 
is available at the DC OUTPUT jack, also 500 mV full-
scale. Both signals are well isolated, so that any load impe
dance including a short circuit can be connected to either 
output jack without producing a change in reading in 
excess of 0.1 dB. Two subminiature phone plugs (GR P/N 
4270-1110) are provided for making up cables to connect 
external equipment to the 1981. Certain complete cables 
are offered as accessories. Consult para 1.5 and the G R 
literature for available accessories. 

AC Output. The signal available at this jack can be applied 
to an oscilloscope, ac level recorder, earphone, analyzer, tape 
recorder, etc. The weighting is similar to the instrument's A
weighting characteristic with the exception that the attenua
tion rate below 20Hz is 18 dB per octave at this jack (24 
dB/octave at the meter). 

The voltage at this jack is proportional to sound-pressure 
level, and reaches about 500 mV (behind 5 kQ) when the 
meter reaches full scale. For meter readings 10, 20, 30, 40, 
50 dB below full scale, the AC OUTPUT levels are about 
158, 50, 15.8, 5, 1.6 m V, respectively. 

It is sometimes useful, when the microphone is remotely 
located, to monitor the sound being measured by using ear
phones plugged into the AC OUTPUT jack. 

DC Output. This jack provides a de signal linearly pro
portional, in dB(A), to the sound level being measured. 
The range is 0 to 500 mV (approx) behind a source impe
dance of 100 kil. For meter readings 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 
dB below full scale, the DC OUTPUT voltages are about 
400, 300, 200, 100, 0 m V, respectively. 

The DC OUTPUT can be used to trigger an alarm or 
event counter, or other de-operated device with suitable 
sensitivity. It can also be used with a de recorder to provide 
a permanent record of a changing sound level or to perform 
statistical analyses of sound level versus time. 

The appropriate de recorder has a !.ensitivity better than 
250 mV or 2.5 J..l.A for full scale deflection. The following 
requirements are necessary for the recorder's trace to accu
rately represent sound-level as defined by I EC and ANSI 
standards: the response time of the recorder should be less 
than 0.1 second for full scale deflection, overshoot less 
than 1 or 2%, and linearity better than 1% of full scale. 
These characteristics duplicate those of the 1981 analog 
display (the meter). 

To calibrate the recorder for use with this sound-level 
meter, turn the recorder on and turn the 1981 Power 
Switch OFF. Set the recorder zero adjust control for 
bottom scale deflection. This will correspond to a sound level 
of 30 dB(A) for the 30-80 range or 70 dB(A) for the 70-
120 range. Then turn the Power Switch ON and apply a 
calibration signal. Adjust recorder sensitivity for the desired 
scale factor on the recording, preferably an integral num-
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ber of dB per division on the graph paper. For example, if 
you use a GR acoustic calibrator with an output level of 
·114 dB, set the RANGE switch to 70-120 dB and set the 
recorder sensitivity for a deflection of 44 divisions. Then 
the recorder sensitivity is 1 dB per division, with the 70-
dB (A) point at bottom scale. Recheck the recorder zero 
adjustment since its sensitivity and zero adjustments may 
interact. Repeat both adjustments as required. 

2.2.6 Input Connections. 

Nose Cone. The %-in. eiectret-condenser microphone and 
preamplifier assembly can be removed easily to measure 
sound at a location away from the meter itself, as follows: 

a. Slide the Power Switch to OFF. 
b. Loosen the setscrew that is accessible through a small hole 

in the rear of the nose cone about 1 Y:z turns, using an appropriate
sized slotted screwdriver. Notice that the screw is captive. (It 
stops after being loosened enough.) However, do NOT force this 
screw against the stop or the nose cone may be broken. 

c. Pull the microphone-preamplifier assembly directly 
up, out of the nose cone. The portion to be pulled up is 
about 4.5 em long (1.8 in.), as illustrated with the Con
densed Operating Instructions. 

d. Connect the preamplifier to an extension cable. (See 
Table 1-4, para 1.5.) The end that connects to the preampli
fier has a spring-loaded detent. Depress this so that it will 
engage the hole in the outer shell of the preamplifier, for 
assembly. (For removal, depress the detent again.) Mount 
the preamplifier on a tripod or other suitable support. 

e. Connect the other end of the cable to the instrument 
in a way similar to the following step. 

f. To return the microphone-preamplifier assembly to 
its usual place, disconnect the cable. Orient the preamplifier 
so the hole near the bottom edge of its shell aligns with the 
setscrew (which must be "out", i.e., ccw). Refer to Figure 
4-2C. Insert the preamplifier gently. Turn it slightly back 
and forth until it engages a keyway in the connector. Then 
it will penetrate about 2 mm (.08 in.) deeper into the nose 
cone. Press the assembly together gently (another 2 mm). 
Seat the setscrew firmly (cw), to lock the assembly and 
assure a good ground connection to the preamplifier shell. 

BAT CHARGE Jack. This provides direct connection to 
the rechargeable battery pack, through an interlock that is 
open-circuited if you are using other battieres. (See para 2.6.) 

2.2. 7 RANGE Switch. 

This switch selects either of 2 sound-level ranges, corres
ponding to the 2 scales on the meter. Select ''70-120 dB" 
for calibration and for general purposes unless the sound 
being measured is known to be less than 70 dB(A), which 
is about the level of a lively conversation. Select "30-80 
dB" for lower-level measurements. 

~3MEASUREMENTTECHNOLOG~ 

2.3 •. 1 Introduction. 

Painstaking care is exercised in the design and manufac
ture of Type 1 instruments, but this only assures that the 



use of a "Precision" instrument will contribute negligible 
error to the measurement results. In order to make valid, 
repeatable measurements, it is helpful to recognize that 
the results of a measurement are determined by a number 
of factors, among which are the following: 

1. The phenomenon being measured. 
2. The effect of the measurement process on the pheno

menon being measured. 

3. The environmental conditions. 
4. The calibrations of the transducers and instruments 

at the time they are used. 
5. The way the transducers and instruments are used. 
6. The observer. 
Even if you do not need to measure sound according to a 

standard procedure, it is often wise to try to do so, if an ap
propriate standard can be found. The standards have been pre
pared to help obtain valid data. They are useful guides for the 
inexperienced, and they help the experienced to keep in mind 
the required steps in a measurement procedure. They help to 
make compariso.ns of measured results more meaningful. 

NOTE 
The general standard ANSI S1.13-1971, "Stan
dard Methods for the Measurement of Sound
Pressure Levels," isparticularly recommended. 
See also para 2. 7 for vehicle noise measurements. 

An obvious but important rule in any measurement task 
is to review the resu Its to see if they are reasonable. If they 
are not, try to track down possible sources of trouble, parti
cularly simple things like background noise, poor connec
tions, plugs in the wrong places, no power, low batteries, 
controls set incorrectly, damaged equipment, stray grounds, 
and electrical interference pickup. If nothing can be found 

that can be corrected to bring the data into line, perhaps the 
data seem unreasonable only because of a limited understand
ing of the phenomena or of the measurement process. 

Figure 2-3. Orientation of hand-held sound-level meter with .. ran
dom" microphone for best results and preferred position of observer. 

The results of a noise measurement may be a key factor in 
resolving a noise problem. In addition, the experience and data 
often help you in doing a better job on another noise problem. 
Careful records of noise measurements can be valuable 'for 
future reference on subsequent problems, and this possibility 
should be kept in mind when you tackle a noise problem. 

A recognition of the accuracy limitations of acoustic 
and vibration measurements is important in order to be 
reasonable in the approach to a measurement problem. 
Thus, consistency to ±0.1 dB or better is attainable in only 
a few laboratory calibration procedures and not in general 
acoustical measurements. Field calibrations of sound-level 
meters at one frequency with a calibrator may be consis
tent to ±0.5 dB or slightly better. In general measurements, 
a consistency of ±1 dB is difficult to attain, even under 
carefully controlled conditions. 

2.3.2 Effects of Instrument Case and Observer. 

NOTE 
For precise measurements in a very dead room, 
such as an anechoic chamber, the instruments 
and the observer should be outside, with only 

the source, microphone, extension cable, and a 
minimum of supporting structure in the dead room. 

You the observer can affect the measured data if you are 
close to the microphone. When measurements are made in 
an ordinary room (a "live" room, such as an office or shop) 
and the microphone is not very close to the sound source, 
the effect is usually not important. But if measurements are 

made near a source, it is advisable to stand well to the side 
of the direct path between the source and the microphone. 

For many measurements, it is most convenient to be able 
to carry the sound-level meter around. When you make hand
held measurements, for best results, hold the sound-level 
meter as described in the following paragraphs. 

NOTE 
If the microphone is mounted on the sound-
level meter, do NOT make measurements with 
your hand on the "nose cone". Support the main 
chassis for best results. 

Even the instrument case itse·lf disturbs the sound field 
at the microphone somewhat, as shown by the characteris
tic curves in later paragraphs. However, there is practically 
no effect below 1000 Hz; and, for most noises, little error 
in measuring sound level will result if the microphone re
mains on the instrument. 

NOTE 
Error curves were obtained using pure tones 
under free-field conditions (in an anechoic cham
ber). These curves may be considered "worst-
case". For normal industrial or commu,nity noise 
environments, the error will be considerably smaller. 
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Figure 2-4. Typical error introduced by 1981 instrument case in 
70° -incidence free-field frequency response level. 

2.3.3 Position, Using Random Response Microphone. 
Figure 2-3. 

If your microphone is the flat-random-incidence-response 
type (part of 1981-9750, -9760, or -9762), position it as 
follows: 

Microphone on SLM. 
a. Hold the instrument in your left hand. 
b. Stand so the sound source is at your left side. 
c. Hold the 1981 out at arm's length and point it 70° 

away from the sound source. Notice that this 70° angle 
can be horizontal as pictured, or vertical (point the micro
phone 70° above the sound source), or in between.* 

Microphone Remote (with preamplifier). 
a. Mount on tripod or other non-bulky support. 
b. Maintain the same 70° angle between the microphone 

and the sound source. 

*Ver-g little error is introduced if you increase this angle from 70° 
to 90 . Then the sound arrives at the microphone with "grazing 
incidence." 

Figure 2-5. Orientation of hand-held sound-level meter with "per
pendicular" microphone for best results and preferred position of 
observer. 
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Figure 2-4 shows the small errors that may be introduced 
by the presence of the instrument case alone, when these 
rules are followed. 

2,3.4 Position, Using Perpendicular Response Microphone. 
Figure 2-5. 

If your microphone is the flat-perpendicular-incidence
response type (part of 1981-9751,-9761, or -9763), posi
(ion it as follows: 

Microphone on SLM. 
a. Hold the instrument in your left hand. 
b. Stand so that the sound source is at your left side and 

slightly to the front. 
c. Extend the 1981 to arm's length and point the micro

phone towards the sound source. 

Microphone Remote (with preamplifier). 
a. Mount on tripod or otherwise support microphone 

without introducing bulky objects into vicinity. 
b. Point the microphone at the sound source. 
Figure 2-6 shows the small errors that may be intro

duced by the presence of the instrument case alone, when 
these rules are followed. 

2.3.5 Characteristic Response Curves. Figures 2-7 and 2-8. 

For reference, here are microphone characteristics 
(response vs. frequency and direction) for laboratory free
field conditions. 

NOTE 
All the~ curves show high-frequency pheno
m.ena. Below 1 or 2kHz (the highest pitch of a 
soprano voice) the frequency responses are 
flat, corrections zero, directional pattern circular, 
i.e., performance practically ideal. 

Microphones Alone. Two sets of curves are given: one 
for flat-random-incidence-response ("random") micro
ohones, the other for flat-perpendicular-incidence-response 
("perpendicular") microphones. 
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Typical directional response of either microphone. 

Typical frequency response to random-incidence sound. 
(Acceptable in gray area.) 

Figure 2-7. Characteristics of the %-in. flat-random-incidence
response electret-condenser microphone. 
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response electret-condenser microphone. 
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For the former, Figure 2-7 shows response vs frequency, 
measured in a reverberant sound field. Also shown are correc
tions to be added (algebraically) to obtain free-field response 
levels for a sound source perpendicular and grazing (res
pectively 0 and 90° from the axis). For the latter (per
pendicular) the response level vs trequency is measured 
with the sound source at 0° from the axis; corresponding 
corrections are given. 

2.3.6 Interfering Noises. Figure 2-9. 

Background Noise. Ideally, when a sound source is meas
ured, the measurement should determine only the direct 
airborne sound from that source, without any appreciable 
contribution from noise produced by other sources. In order 
to ensure such a separation, the measurement space may 
need to be isolated from external noise and vibration. As a 
test to determine that this requirement has been met, the 
American National Standard Method for the Physical 
Measurement of Sound, 51:2, specifies the following: 

ulf the increase in the sound-pressure level. . . with the 

sound source operating, compared to the ambient sound
pressure level alone, is 10 dB or more, the. sound-pressure 
level due to both the sound source and ambient sound is 
essentially the sound-pressure level due to the sound 
source. This is the preferred criterion." 

If background noise level and apparatus sound (noise) 
level are each steady, a correction can be applied to the 
measured data according to the graph. Proceed as follows: 

a. Select the test position for the microphone according 
to specifications of the pertinent code or procedure, if any. 
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Figure 2-9. Background noise correction for sound-level measurements. 
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b. Otherwise select a position appropriate to your goals. 
Refer to the Handbook of Noise Measurement (see para 1.1 ), 
especially the portions mentioned in the following discussion. 

c. Orient the microphone as described in para 2.3.3 and 
2.3.4 of this manual. 

d. Measure the background noise with the "device under 
test" (OUT) quiescent. 

e. Measure the "total" sound level with the OUT opera
ting. 

f. Evaluate the significance of background noise in your 
measurement, and take steps to reduce if it necessary, as 

discussed below. 
The difference between the sound level with the appara

tus operating and the background level determines the 
correction to be used. If this difference is less than 3 dB, 
the apparatus noise is less than the background noise; then 
the level obtained by use of the correction should be re
garded as only indicative of the true level and not as an 
accurate measurement. If the difference is greater than 10 
dB, the background noise is negligible and the reading 
with the apparatus operating is the desired measurement. 

An example of a situation intermediate between those 
two is as follows. The background noise level is 77.5 dB, 
and the total noise with the "device under test" operating 
is 83.5 dB. The correction, from the above-mentioned 
graph, for a 6.0-dB difference, is 1.2 dB, so that the cor

rected level is 82.3 dB. 
If this difference between background level and total 

noise level is small, an attempt should be made to lower the 
background level. Usually the first step is to work on the 
source or sources of this background noise to reduce the 
noise directly. The second step is to work on the transmis
sion path between the source and the point of measurement. 

This step may mean simply closing doors and windows, if 
the source is external to the room, or it may mean erecting 
barriers, applying acoustical treatment to the room, and 
opening doors and windows, if the source is in the room. 
The third step is to improve the difference by the method 
of measurement. It may be possible to select a point closer 
to the apparatus, or an exploration of the background noise 
field may show that the microphone position can be shifted 
within the specifications to a minimum of this noise (yet 
allowing proper orientation with respect to the device under 
test). Refer to the GR Handbook of Noise Measurement by 
Peterson and Gross, published by General Radio; Chapter 8, 
Techniques, contains particularly appropriate paragraphs 
about sound measurements and sound fields. 

If your concern is measuring very low sound levels, below 
about 45 dB(A), the following considerations may be impor· 
tant. 

Noise Floor. The noise flocr (sometimes known as the 
system noise level) is the apparent measurement obtainable 
when there is no significant sound signal. It is possible to 
measure the noise floor as follows: 



a. Place the sound-level meter (or at least th~ microphone 
and preamplifier) in a very quiet location, where the sound
pressure level is below 15 dB. See below. 

b. Slide the Power switch ON, the DIGITAL DISPLAY 
switch to CONT, and the RANGE switch to 30-80 dB. 

c. Read the digital display. 
Some suggestions for suitably quiet locations are as 

follows: 
1. In a vault or acoustic chamber known to atten
uate ambient noises at least 30 dB. (Measure noise 
floor at a time when level outside the chamber is 
known to be less than 45 dB(A).) 
2. In a mine or deep cave that has no audible noises 
such as dripping of water or rumble due to operating 
machinery, road, railroad, or city noises. 

NOTE 

The noise floor of this instrument, with the 
microphone provided, is about 30 dB(A). For an 
evaluation of instrument noise (without micro
phone), see para 4.5.9. 

Combinations. If the measured background noise is 10 
dB or more above the noise floor, the latter is negligible. 
Otherwise, it is a significant part of the apparent background 
noise. (The error in measurement of background noise can 
be estimated with the graph of Figure 2-9. For example: 
measured noise floor is 30 dB(A), apparent (measured) 
background noise is 35 dB(A), graph shows "error" is 
1.6 dB and so true background noise is 33.4 dB(A).) Of 
course, reduction of the true background noise cannot 
ever reduce the apparent background noise below the 
noise floor. The preceding discussion of background noise 
("ambient sound" in the quotation), was about apparent 
background noise. 

150 

" I I 

2.3. 7 Very Loud Sounds. Figure 2-10. 

The 1981 Sound-Level Meter may be exposed to sound
pressure levels above 120 dB. To preserve measurement accu
racy under such conditions, one needs an understanding of 
the signal handling capabilities of the instrument. The fig
ure shows the maximum (peak) sound-pressure level, vs 
frequency, that can be handled linearly by the 1981. At 
this peak level, there is a 1-dB compression of a sinewave 
with equivalent peak level. 

The sound level indicated by the digital display or meter 
is dependent on the sound-pressure level applied to the 
microphone and the instrument's weighting characteristic 
(see graph, para 3.4). For example, a 100 dB(A) indication 
for a 20-Hz sound requires sound pressure at the micro
phone to be 150 dB. In general, if the sound-pressure level 
is high and the frequency low enough, the instrument can 
be overloaded even though the meter pointer is on scale. 
If extremely high sound pressure at very low frequency is 
suspect, make further analysis using suitable equipment, 
before proceeding with measurements using this or any 
other sound-level meter. 

2.3.8 Recording of Data. 

An important part of any measurement program is ob
taining and recording sufficient data. The use of data sheets 
designed specifically for a noise problem helps to make sure 
that the desired information will be recorded. Below is a 
"check" list of important items to help you in recording 
measurement data or preparing suitable data sheets: 

1. Description of space in which measurements are made. 
Nature and dimensions of floor, walls, and ceiling. Descrip
tion and location of nearby objects and personnel. 

2. Description of device under test (primary noise source). 
Dimensions, name-plate data and other pertinent facts 
including speed and power rating. Kinds of operations and 
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operating conditions. Location of device and type of 
mounting. 

3. Description of secondary noise sources. Location 
and types. Kinds of operations. 

4. Type and serial numbers on all microphones, sound· 
level meters, and accessories used. Length and type of 
microphone cable. 

5. Positions of observer. 
6. Positions of microphone. Direction of arrival of 

sound with respect to microphone orientation. Tests of 
standing-wave patterns and decay of sound level with 
distance. 

7. Ambient temperature, humidity, barometric pressure 
and resultant corrections, if any. 

8. Results of maintenance and calibration tests. 
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9. Weighting network ("A" for 1981) and dynamic 
characteristic (FAST or SLOW) of indicator. 

10. Measured sound levels at each microphone position. 
Extent of meter fluctuation. 

11. Background noise levels at each microphone posi-
tion, with device-under-test not operating. 

12. Cable and microphone corrections. 
13. Date and time. 
14. Name of observer. 
When the measurement is being made to determine the 

extent of noise exposure of personnel, the following items 
are also of interest: 

1. Personnel exposed- directly and indirectly. 
2. Time pattern of exposure. 
3. Actions taken to control noise and protect personnel. 
4. Audiometric examinations -dates, methods, equip

ment, results, etc. 

2.4 USE OF ACCESSORIES. 

Various accessories are available for use with the 1981 
Sound-Level Meter. Their use is briefly described in this 
section. For complete Information consult their respective 
instruction manuals. Some or all of these accessorjes are 
available in the various 1981 systems that are catalogued. 
See para 1.5 for complete listings of accessories supplied. 

2.4.1 Sound-Level Calibrator (1562 or 1567). 

The sound-levei calibrator is used to make an overall 
calibration check on the sound-level-meter system, includ
ing the microphone, preamplifier, and extension cable 
(if used). The calibrator uses an adaptor to fit the 1/2-inch 
microphone (other adaptors are available). The 1562 gen
erates a sound-pressure level·of 114 dB at five switch
selectable frequencies from 125 to 2000 Hz. The 1567 
generates a sound-pressure level of 114 dB at 1 kHz only. 
Refer to para 2.1 and para 4.3 for specific calibrator use 
information. 

Figure 2-11. Battery charger connected to the sound-level meter. 



2.4.2 Screwdriver (1565-0440). 

The screwdriver is for adjustment of the CAL control 
located on the right side of the instrument. 

2.4.3 Battery Pack (1981-9602). 

Spare battery packs are available in addition to the one 
normally supplied with the instrument. One spare pack is 
included with each 1981-9760 and -9761 system. The pack 
contains three nickel-cadmium AA-size cells. They are 
of a premium grade and will provide thousands of charge/ 
discharge cycles and several years of life when they are 
properly maintained. Para 2.6 describe~ in detail the recom
mended procedures for charging and maintaining these cells. 

2.4.4 Battery Charger (1981-0420). Figure 2-11. 

The battery charger consists of a transformer and rectifier 
circuit assembled in a compact case, intended for t:ble-top 
use. Nominally, the charger supplies sufficient current to 
recharge the batteries in approximately 4 hours if the 
Power Switch is 0 F F. The 1981 may be operated while 
recharging, but then the 1981 consumes most or all of 
the charger output current. Refer to para 2.6 about re
chargeable batteries. The charger output current and the 
recharge time are somewhat dependent upon the line 
voltage. The charger will operate properly from 50- to 60-
Hz ac power lines with voltage in either range: 104 to 127 
or 198 to 242 V, only. To use the charger: 

a. Set the line-voltage switch on the bottom of the 
charger to 1he appropriate setting. 

b. Connect the small phone pi ug to the 1981 at the 
BAT CHARGE jack on the right side of the battery com
partment (refer to NOTE in para 2.6.1c). Turn the Power 
Switch OFF. 

c. Connect the power plug to an ac power outlet. 
d. Allow 4 or 5 hours for charging; then disconnect 

both plugs of the charger. 
e. Perform a battery check regularly as you use the 

sound-level meter; recharge the battery promptly when low. 

2.4.5 Microphone Extension and Exchange. Figure 2-12. 

Extension. Frequently, formal test procedures specify 
use of a sound-level meter with its microphone located 
remotely from the instrument and observer, thus eliminat· 
ing the effects on measured sound level due to their presence 
in the test vicinity. 

The microphone-and-preamplifier assembly supplied 
with this sound-level meter can easily be removed to a loca
tion away from the instrument, by use of an extension 
cable, as described in para 2.2.6. In brief, the procedure 
is as follows: 

a. Power OFF. 
b. Loosen setscrew. 
c. Pull preamp/tnike assembly up and away. 
d. Plug extension cable into nose cone and preamplifier. 

e. Support the preamplifier with microphone at the 
desired position and orientation, preferably with a tripod. 
such as G R 1560-9590. * 

*Included with the 1981-9760 and -9761 systems. Also available 
separately; see para 1.5 and GR catalog information. 

Figure 2-12. Remote location of microphone on tripod is demon
strated by this motor-vehicle noise measurement setup. 
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f. Calibrate the sound-level-meter system including 
preamp and connecting cable, as described in para 2.1.4. 
(Recalibrate also after replacing the microphone on the 
"nose cone".) 

Exchange. To remove the microphone (for exchange 
or replacement), unscrew it from the preamplifier as follows: 

a. Power switch OFF. 

b. Unscrew the microphone, which is 2 em long (0.8 in.). 
Be careful of the fine threads when installing another micro
phone. 

c. If you leave the microphone off, protect it and the 
upper end of the preamplifier from dirt and damage. 

2.4.6 Extension Cables Figure 2-13. 

The cables ( 1933-9600, 3 m long and/or 1933-9601, 18 
m long) enable the connection of a remote microphone and 
preamplifier to the sound-level meter, as mentioned above. 
Such a setup is often required for vehicle noise measurement 
in order to eliminate the disturbance produced by the opera
tor upon the sound field arriving at the microphone. A reel 
is supplied for convenient storage of the longer cable. 

Notice how the cable was originally placed on the reel; 

the cable was wound starting at its middle. This method 
allows you to unreel both ends as needed for applications 
of less than the full cable length. (The unused length stays 
on the reel.) 

If an extension of greater length than 18m (60ft) is 
required, consult GenRad. 

2.4.7 Microphone Windscreen (1560-9522, Package of Four). 

It is good practice to use a windscreen for all outdoor 
measurements. A windscreen over the microphone will re
duce the effects of wind, which generates low-frequency 
noise that can produce significant errors in your measure
ment. The windscreen also protects the microphone from 
damage by airborne contaminants. 

The windscreen reduces wind noise significantly without 
a serious effect on the frequency response. (Sounds that are 
predominately below 15 kHz will produce almost identical 
readings on the 1981 whether or not you have the windscreen 

in use. 
The windscreen is a sphere, 6 em (2.5 in.) diameter, made 

of reticulated polyethylene foam, with a hole for the 
microphone. To use: 
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a. Place the windscreen over the microphone so that its 
outer edge is flush with the connector end of the micro
phone. Do NOT seat the microphone as far into the wind
screen as the hole allows. 

b. Remove the windscreen and wash or replace it when 
it becomes soiled. 

NOTE 
Do not attempt sound measurements in wind 
gusts of 24 km/hr ( 15 mph) or greater. 

2.4.8 Tripod (1560-9590). 

A tripod provides a means of supporting the instrument 
or remote microphone at a fixed position and height. The 
G R Tripod is designed to accept a variety of sound equip
ment including the sound-level meter and preamplifiers. The 
tilting head can be swiveled through 360° by rotating the 
center post of the Tripod. The head can be tilted 90° (verti
cal to horizontal) in one direction and in the opposite direc
tion as far as 20° from the vertical. The latter position is 
the proper mounting angle for a preamp with a flat-random
incidence microphone when the sound source is at the same 

elevation in a free field. (A free field is typically found out
doors away from obstructions or in an anechoic chamber.) 

Height Adjustment. Each of the tripod legs and its center 
post are telescoping for compact storage and versatility in 
use. Adjust the tripod for the desired height, from 37 to 
140 em (14.5 to 56 in.) as follows: 

a. Extend the legs by loosening the knurled locking 
nuts (smallest first) and pulling out the telescoping sec
tions. Tighten securely (largest nut first) at the desired 
length. 

b. Extend the center post by loosening the thumb screw 
at its side, pulling it up, and clamping it at the desired 
height with the thumb screw. 

c. Keep the tilting sleeve adaptor (see below) in place 
to retain the inner tube of the center post as you loosen 
the locking nut on the center post. Swivel the very top 
assembly, and if necessary raise it, to the desired position 
before retightening this locking nut. 

NOTE 
Be sure the 9 knurled locking nuts in the legs 
of the tripod are tightened securely so it will 
not collapse in use. 

1981 
SOUND 
LEVEL 
METER 

CAHU ! 1933 9601 <JH "E ULJIVA L ic r-,T I 

PREAMP AND 
MICROPHONE 

1560-9590 
TRIPOD 

Figure 2-13. Remote-microphone sound measurement setup$ 
Refer to para 1.5 for listing of several lengths of cable. 
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Figure 2-14. Tilting sleeve adaptor. A= top stud, B =smaller clamp
ing nut, C = larger clamping nut, D =bottom stud which screws 
onto top of tripod, E =set screw for adjusting friction in: F =pivot. 

Sleeve Adaptor (Head). Figure 2-14. 

With this tripod are included a tilting Sleeve Adaptor 
1560-2560 and 2 sleeves. This adaptor usually serves as the 
head of the tripod center post. Without the sleeves, the 
top stud ( 1/4-20 thread) will fit the tripod mounting hole 
on the back of the sound-level meter, or under most cameras. 
At the bottom end is a set screw with which you can vary 
the tightness of the tilting pivot. This end isthreaded to 
fit either the center post of the tripod or the light-stand 
adaptor. Mounting instructions follow: 

Sound-Level Meter. 
a. Tilt Sleeve Adaptor (head) to approx 70° from verti

cal, i.e., from the axis of the tripod center post. 
b. Remove each sleeve after loosening its knurled clamp

ing nut, 1/4 turn. 
c. Tighten each clamping nut gently, by hand. (If 

inadvertently removed, be sure to replace each nut with its 
split locking ring oriented so beveled edge is down.) 

d. Screw the instrument onto top stud, approx 4 turns. 
Unscrew slightly, if necessary, to orient microphone up
wards. 

e. Clamp instrument by turning the smaller clamping 
nut snugly against the chassis. 

Preamplifier and Microphone. 

a. Tilt Sleeve Adaptor (head) to approx 20° from verti
cal. In one direction there is a stop at this angle. 

b. Remove larger sleeve after loosening its clamping nut 
1/4 turn. Tighten nut gently by hand (see step c, above). 
If the smaller clamping nut has been tightened without its 
sleeve in place, loosen 1 turn. 

c. Insert non-slotted end of smaller sleeve into clamping 
nut as far as it will go (3/8 in.) Orient slot where you want 
cable to pass through (downward). Tighten clamping nut. 

d. With its cable in slot, slide preamp backwards into 
sleeve far enough for firm support but NOT so far that its 
cable is stressed. 

Tightness of the Pivot. The stiffness of the pivot in the 
sleeve adaptor is adjustable as follows: 

a. Raise the inner tube of the tripod center post, so you 
can get a good grip on it. Unscrew the tilting Sleeve Adaptor 
1560-2560 from its top. 

b. Tighten or loosen the set screw, E, using a 0.125-in. 
hex wrench, a small fraction of a turn until the pivot is free 
enough for convenience but tight enough to support sound
level meter reliably. (Hex wrench is supplied with 
tripod.) 

c. Replace securely on center post. 

2.4.9 Light-Stand Adaptor, 1981-1200. 

It may be desirable in some measurement situations to 
use a commercially available photographic light stand to 
provide extension of the microphone height up to 12 feet 
above ground level. It is recommended that a stand similar 
to an Alumilite AL-12 be considered. For attaching the 
tripod Sleeve Adaptor head to this and similar light stands, 
use the Light-Stand Adaptor.* 

The Light-Stand Adaptor will fit onto any rod up to 
3/8 in. (9.5 mm) diam and at least 3/8 in. long, to which 
it can be clamped with 3 set screws. For firmest support, 
keep 2 setscrews backed off while tightening the 3rd; then 
tighten the first 2 moderately. 

2.4.10 Subminiature Phone Plugs (4270-1110). 

The mini-phone plugs are used to make connection to 
the AC and DC OUTPUT jacks. Make your cables to reach 
peripheral instruments as desired; use shielded wires. 

2.4.11 Strip-Chart Recorder (1985-9700). 

For permanent records of sound level vs time (for 
example, during vehicle pass-by, machine operation, or 
cyclic processes, etc.) the GR 1985 De Strip-Chart 
Recorder is recommended. See Table 1-5 and refer to the 
1985 instruction manual. 

2.5 ENVIRONMENT. 

2.5.1 Temperature. 

The 1981 is rated to operate over the temperature range 
from -10° to 50°C with minimal variation in sensitivity. 
Over the center portion of this range (10° to 35°C), the 
overall sensitivity, including microphone, varies less than 
±0.5 dB. (The temperature coefficient of the microphone 
is supplied in its calibration certificate as dB to be added or 
subtracted from each measurement.) 

However, for measurements in cold (-10° to 10°) or 
hot air (35° to 50°C), recalibrate your sound-level-meter 
system in the measurement environment. (See para 2.1.) 

CAUTION 
Allow all components of the system and the 
calibrator to stabilize at the ambient tempera
ture before calibration and before proceeding 
with measurement. Be sure to take into 
account the temperature coefficient of the cali
brator, as specified in its instructions. 

*Included with the 1981-9760 and -9761 systems. Also available 
separately; see para 1.5 and G R catalog information. 
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The battery imposes limits on temperature range for 
operation and storage, and narrower limits for charging. 

These are the important temperature ranges: 
1. Normal operation: -10 to 50°C (14 to 122°F). 

See above. 
2. Battery charging: +15 to 50°C (59 to 122°F). 

3. Storage without batte.-ies: -40 to 60°C (-40 to 140°F). 

2.5.2 Magnetic Fields. 

Shielding provided within the 1981 reduces the effects 
of an external magnetic field to a minimum. The response 

of this sound-level meter to a magnetic field of 80 A/m ( 1 
oersted) at 50 or 60 Hz is less than 58 dB(A) on either 
meter or digital display at 400 Hz. 

Magnetic fields will generally be encountered when you 

operate the instrument in close proximity to heavy electri
cal equipment. Magnetic interference can be recognized by 
a reading that does not correlate subjectively to the sound 
present, and which fluctuates widely when the instrument 
is turned slightly. This type of interference can be mini
mized by suitable orientation of the 1981, or by place

ment of the preamplifier with microphone near the noise 
source so you can locate the sound-level meter away from 
the magnetic field. 

2.5.3 Vibration. Figure 2-15. 

The response of the 1981 Sound-Level Meter to vibra
tion is generally negligible. Refer to the figure for details. 
The lower curve represents response to sound caused by 
the shaker; the upper curve, response to that ~ound and 

the vibration, simultaneously. 

2.6 BATTERY CHARGING AND MAINTENANCE. 

The 1981 is supplied with a rechargeable battery pack 

( 1981-9602) containing three AA-size nickel-cadmium cells. 

They are of premium grade and will provide thousands of 
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charge-discharge cycles if they are used properly, as described 
below. Although an occasional deviatir will not ruin the 
battery, these procedures should be followed to establish 

habits that will maximize battery I ife. 

2.6.1 Charging the Battery. 

a. Install the battery pack in the 1981 (see para 2.1). 
b. Set the line-voltage selector switch on the bottom of 

the 1981-0420 Battery Charger to whichever position is 

appropriate for the available power-line voltage. To slide 
this switch, use the tip of a small screwdriver (not a sharp 
object). 

c. Plug the battery-charger output cable into the BAT 
CHARGE jack on the right side of the 1981. 

NOTE 

Care should be taken to push the battery
charger phone plug all the way into the 
1981-B BAT CHARGE jack so that it 
seats firmly. Likewise, when extracting 
the phone plug, ensure that it is removed 
completely from the jack so that there 
is no physical contact between the plug 
and jack. 

d. Connect the battery-charger I ine cord to the ac power 
line. 

e. Full recharge will be accomplished in 4 to 5 hours 
if the Power Switch is 0 F F. 

If the 1981 is operated while the charger is connected, 

the batteries will receive only a trickle charge. So be sure 

the Power Switch is OFF if you intend to charge the bat
tery. 

Avoid overcharging. The practice of leaving the charger 

connected for a longer period of time than is required to 

replenish the full charge in the battery is not necessarily 

I I I 
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Figure 2-15. Influence of mechan
ical vibration on the 1981 Sound
Level Meter with microphone. Curve 
A= output from SLM attached ri
gidly (in 3/8-inch aluminum frame) 
to shaker that vibrates at 1.0 m/s2 

in most sensitive direction (perpen
dicular to plane of microphone dia
phragm). Curve B = output from 
reference SLM in same sound field. 
The range switch of each SLM was 
set to 70-120 dB(A). 



harmful. The battery absorbs the excess energy and dissipates 
it as heat. Overcharging produces excess gas within the cells 
and tends to build up the internal pressure. The cells contain 
chemicals that normally reabsorb this gas when the pressure 
rises. A safety vent protects against the possibility of burst
ing. However, since overcharging does place some strain on 
the battery, try to avoid overcharging repeatedly. If the 
battery is not fully discharged before recharging, the opti
mum charge time is about 1/2 to 2/~ of the discharge time. 

Temperature has some effect on the capacity of the 
battery pack, or the length of time for which it will provide 
power·lfor the 1981. It the battery is recharged at 40°C, it 
will provide only 60% of the capacity available after a 
room-temperature or low-temperature charge. Also, if the 
1981 is operated below 0°C, the battery will produce only 
about 90% of its rated capacity. 

Avoid very cold charging. There is a low-temperature 
limit for charging because the gas-absorbing chemical reac
tions do not work at low temperatures. Even moderate 
charging below a temperature of 15°C is liable to generate 
enough gas to open the safety vent. Therefore, be sure to 
keep the temperature above 15°C (59°F) while charging the 
battery. 

If the safety vent opens, (an occurrence that is difficult 
to detect) the battery loses some of its electrolyte. The 
result is degradation and ultimately failure of the battery 
i.e., loss of capacity to store electrical energy. 

CAUTION 
Do NOT attempt to recharge any battery other 
than the rechargeable pack supplied for the 
1981. Any attempt to charge non-rechargeable 
cells can cause them to overheat and explode. 
Do NOT attempt to defeat the interlock that is 
intended to prevent recharging of miscellaneous 
AA cells. 

2.6.2 General Maintenance. 

Extreme Discharge. Do not allow the batteries to become 
completely discharged. That would not happen during nor
mal operation, because the instrument would fail to pass 
its routine_ "battery check" (para 2.1) before that. Be sure 
to set the Power Switch OFF, as soon as you are through 
using the instrument. The red dot that appears when this 
switch is ON will serve as a reminder. 

"'Memory'~ Ni-Cd batteries have a tendency toward 
losing capacity if they are not regularly and properly dis
charged and recharged. (An apparently full charge will not 
last the normal 4 hr of operation.) This phenomenon, 
called "memory", may happen if the batteries are not used 
for a long time or if, for many cycles, you use only a small 
fraction of their capacity. However, "memory" is usually 
not a failure of the battery, since it can be reconditioned. 

If you encounter "memory", use the following procedure 
to provide satisfactory reconditioning. 

a. Discharge the batteries fully by letting the 1981 run 
with the DIGITAL DISPLAY switched OFF for approx 24 hr. 

b. Perform a slow charge by charging with the 1981 Power 
ON and DIGITAL DISPLAY OFF for 24 hr. 

c. Repeat the reconditioning cycle again if necessary. 
Moderation. Ni-Cd batteries respond well to moderation 

in both recharge cycles and temperature. To prolong their 
life, do not needlessly expose them to extreme conditions. 

Line Voltage. For maximum battery life be sure the line 
voltage is well within the selected range shown on the bat
tery-charger line-voltage switch. 

Fire. Do not dispose of any batteries in a fire or trash 
to be burned. 

Storage. Ni-Cd batteries may be stored in either a 
charged or a partially discharged condition. The batteries 
will self-discharge at a rate of 1 0 to 25% per month, so it 
is normal to recharge them after prolonged storage. If 
"memory" is encountered, perform the reconditioning 
procedure described above. 

2.7 MOTOR-VEHICLE NOISE MEASUREMENTS. 

2. 7.1 Introduction. 

An excellent discussion of vehicle noise, causes, reme
dies, measurements, and calculations is given in Acoustics/ 
Signal Analysis Application Note 1, Motor Vehicle Noise 
Measurement, form no. JN863-1274, available from Gen Rad. 
Refer also to the following article, which is substantially 
the same: Arnold P.G. Peterson, "Motor Vehicle Noise 
Measurement", Sound and Vibration, vol. 9, no. 4, April 
1975, pp 26-33. 

In the measurement of motor-vehicle noise, the site, the 
location and orientation of the microphone, and the position 
of the observer must be carefully controlled to ensure accu
rate and repeatable results. 

Typical standards for these measurements are: 
1. HPH 83.3 - Sound Measurement Procedures, Depart

ment of California Highway Patrol, May 1973. 
2. ISO R362 - Measurement of Noise Emitted by 

Vehicles. 
3. SAE J986- Sound Level for Passenger Cars and 

Light Trucks. 
4. SAE J366a- Exterior Sound Level for Heavy Trucks 

and Buses. 
5. Part 202 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regula

tions,_ Environmental Protection Agency, pertains to inter
state motor carriers engaged in interstate commerce. 

6. Section 1036 of the Exhaust System Calibration 
Law of the California Highway Patrol, January 1977. 

General guidelines for vehicle noise measurement follow. 
Before making measurements refer to the standard or law 
governing your particular measurement for exact details. 
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Figure 2-16. Vehicle-noise measuring site, per HPH 83.3. 

2. 7.2 Measuring Sites. Figure 2-16. 

Recommended measuring sites are generally clear, open 
areas including a vehicle path (roadway) and carefully chosen 
positions for microphones. The surface of the ground within 
the site should be substantially level and free from sound
absorbing material such as powdery snow, long grass, loose 
soil, or ashes. 

HPH83.3. 
For this standard for measuring noise from vehicles 

operating on highways, there should be no sound-reflecting 
objects within a 100-ft (31-m) radius of the microphone 
and a 100-ft radius of the point nearest the microphone 
on the vehicle path. The microphone is placed 50ft from 
the center of the vehicle path, as shown.· The difference in 
ground level between the point under the microphone and 
the nearest point on the vehicle path must not exceed 2.5 ft. 

Under certain conditions, measurements may be made 
on sites where the distance from the center of the vehicle 
path to the microphone is other than 50 ft. Then a correc
tion factor (see Table 2-1) may be added to the measured 
value to determine the equivalent 50-ft sound-level. This 
corrected measurement can then be compared to a speci
fied limit based on the standard distance. 

ISO R362. Figure 2-17. 
A different measuring site is defined by ISO Recommen

dation R362, Measurement of Noise Emitted by Vehicles. 
The microphone is placed 7.5 meters from a center on the 
vehicle path. The surface of the ground must be hard and 
smooth (paved) for a 20-m radius. No sound-reflection ob
jects are permitted within a 50-m radius of that center. 
Sound levels on both sides of the vehicle must be measured 
in the recommended procedure. 
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Table 2-1 

CORRECTIONS FOR MICROPHONE PLACEMENT 
'OTHER THAN 50FT AWAY. 

Distance from Microphone dB(A) Correction 
to Roadway Centerline Factor 

35 to 39ft. (approx 11 m) -3 
39 to 43ft. (12 to 13m) -2 
43 to 48ft. (approx 14 m) -1 
48 to 58 ft. (15to17m) 0 
58 to 70ft. (18 to 21 m) +1 
70 to 83ft. (22 to 25m) +2 
83 to 99ft. (25 to 30m) +3 
99 to 118ft. (30 to 36m) +4 

2.7.3 Microphone Placement. 

The microphone should preferably be mounted on a 
preamplifier, on a tripod, and an extension cable used to 
remove the sound-level meter and observer from the near 
field of the microphone. 

Microphone Mounted on Tripod. Figure 2-18. 

Use of the tripod keeps all observers away from the near 
field of the microphone and allows you to handle the 
sound-level meter conveniently without being restricted 
by the requirements on placement of the microphone 
(height, angle, etc). 

0 

OBSERVERS 

Figure 2-17. Vehicle-noise measuring site, per ISO R362. 
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Figure 2-18. Microphone height, according to HPH 83.3 specifica
tions. Ground level at microphone must be within ±2.5 ft of 
roadway elevation. 

a. Set up the tripod to hol.d the microphone at the 
specified height -for HPH 8.3.3, 4 ± 0.5 ft above the 
ground (see sketch); for ISO R362, 1.2 m above the ground. 
Refer to the official specifications. 

b. Clamp the swivel head of the tripod so the micro
phone angle is correct for sound coming horizontally from 
the vehicle at the nearest point on its path. Refer to para 
2.3. In brief, if you are using a "flat-random-incidence
response" microphone (HPH) point the perforated end 
upwards (toward the zenith) or tipped as much as 20° 
toward the nearest point on the vehicle path. If you are 
using the "flat-perpendicular-incidence-response" micro
phone (ISO), point it horizontally toward the nearest 
point on the vehicle path. 

Sound-Level Meter Mounted on Tripod. 
An alternative method, though much less convenient, 

is to mount the sound-level meter with microphone on the 
tripod. The microphone location and orientation must be 
the same as described above. As operator, you should be 
sure to stand or sit the same distance from vehicle path as 
the microphone is. (That way your body is least disturbing 
to the near field.) Also, insofar as possible, keep your arms 
and anything you may be holding at this same distance from 
the vehicle path and well away from both microphone and 
tripod. 

In general, only the observer making the measurement is 
permitted near the instrument. Other observers must remain 
at least twice the distance from the vehicle path to the 
microphone away from the instrument, i.e., outside the 
"measuring site". 

NOTE 
If you must be inside the site and use a clip 
board or book for data sheets, hold it snug 
against your body or lay it flat on the ground 
during any measurement. 

Sound Level Meter, Hand Held. A third method, not 
recommended for an extended series of measurements, nor 
for the best accuracy, is to hold the complete sound-level 

meter in your hand. 
a. Hold the instrument so as to position and orient its 

microphone as described above or as specified in the proce
dure you are following. 

b. Keep your body in the plane of the microphone line, 
i.e., the same distance from the vehicle path as the micro
phone. Keep all other observers outside of the measurement 

site. 
c. Be sure to hold the sound-level meter by its main 

chassis, never by the "nose cone". (Refer to para 2.3.) 

2.7.4 Equipment Setup. 

The following procedure summarizes equipment setup 
for motor-vehicle noise measurements. Refer to the refer
enced paragraphs in this manual for further details. 

a. Install the smaller sleeve (remove the larger) on the 
tilting adaptor on top of the tripod. Adjust its legs for the 
specified height at the proper microphone position, a 
specified distance from the vehicle path. (Para 2.4.8) 

b. Remove the microphone/preamplifier assembly from 
the 1981-B Sound-Level Meter and place the latter at the 
observer's position. (Para 2.4.5.) 

c. Connect the cable to the preamplifier and push it 
into the sleeve on the tripod. Connect the other end of 
the cable to the 1981. 

d. Check the batteries of the 1981 and the calibrator 
(para 2.1). Repeat the 1981 battery check about twice an 
hour, routinely. 

NOTE 
For a dav·long task, carry spare batteries. 
A fresh set of alkaline cells should last 8 hrs; 
a full charge in Ni-Cd cells, 4 hrs of "on" 
time. 

e. Remove the microphone dust cap, pojnt the micro
phone up, and perform the acoustic calibration (para 2.1 ). 

f. Place the windscreen on the microphone.(para 2.4.7). 
g. Orient the microphone properly, as described above 

(for HPH, "random" microphone, point perforated end up 
or inclined 20°; for ISO "perpendicular", point it hori
zontally, i.e., inclined 90° toward nearest part of vehicle 
path). 

h. Locate the 1981 at an observation position, prefer
ably outside the perimeter of the measuring site. 
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NOTE 
When the sound-level meter is to be hand held, a, 
b, c, and h do not apply. 

2.7.5 Measurement Procedure. 

a. Set the 1981 controls as follows: 
Power Switch . . . 
DIGITAL DISPLAY. 
RANGE Switch . . 

... ON 
MAX 

70-120 dB 
FAST-SLOW Switch. FAST (unless otherwise speci
fied by the standard procedure you are following). 

b. At the beginning of the measurement of a particular 
vehicle, press and release the CAPTURE DISPLAY button 
to clear the digital display (para 2.2.4). Observe background 
level, on the meter, before and after the vehicle passes. 

c. As the vehicle passes by, the digital display reading 
will increase to the maximum sound level and remain there 
as the sound level subsides. Watch the meter. If an extra
neous peak such as a backfire occurs, the measurement is 
invalidated. 

d. The background noise, both before and after the 
vehicle has passed by, must be more than 10 dB lower than 
the value retained in the display, for a valid measurement 
(para 2.3.6). 

e. Read the desired sound level from the digital display. 
Record this value and other required data. 

If a higher noise level is liable to occur before that value 
can be recorded, press and hold the CAPTURE DISPLAY 
pushbutton just after the desired maximum and hold it 
until the record is made. (The higher level can be observed, 
meanwhile, on the meter.) Alternatively, if the second 
(higher) level is particularly important, read the first one 
quickly and let the digital display "capture" the second one. 

f. Repeat the battery check and acoustic calibration 
procedures at intervals (para 2.1 ). Service the battery as 
required (para 2.6). 

2.7.6 Precautions. 

Be sure to place a windscreen over the microphone after 
calibration. The windscreen reduces the effect of wind noise 
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and protects the microphone diaphragm from dirt and 
other airborne contaminants. Measurements are not recom
mended when the average continuous wind speed exceeds 
10 mph or the wind gusts exceed 15 mph. 

Measurements should not be made under high-voltage 
transmission lines or near large transformers or large electri
cal machinery because they can affect instrument operation 
(para 2.5.2). 

2.8 General Noise Measurement. 

The 1981-B Precision Sound- Level Meter is well suited 
to industrial noise control measurements such as those 
relating to the OSHA Act. Two 50-dB-wide display ranges 
cover all general-purpose needs, with a minimum of range 
switching and yet with 0.1-dB resolution. To comply with 
"OSHA", use SLOW response, as follows: 

a. Set the 1981 controls as follows: 
Power Switch . . . 
DIGITAL DISPLAY 
FAST-S LOW Switch . 

. ON 
CONT 

SLOW. 
RANGE SWitch . . . as is appropriate.* 

b. Check the battery and calibrate as in para 2:1. 
c. Hold the sound-level meter in one or both hands, by 

the main chassis (not the nose cone), in front of you, 
so you can see the displays. 

d. Stand with the noise source at your side (left or 
right) so the microphone is located where you wish to 
measure sound level. The sound should be traveling across 
the end of the microphone (grazing incidence), as illustrated 
in Figure 2-3 or toward the end of the microphone (Figure 
2-4), depending on the type of microphone. 

e. In order to capture a reading, press the CAPTURE 
DISPLAY pushbutton. 

f. If you wish to capture a maximum level, switch 
DIGITAL DISPLAY to MAX and press CAPTURE DISPLAY 
momentarily. Then, after the noise peak, read the digital 
display. Press the pushbutton again momentarily to reset 
the display, for another maximum measurement. 

*In a machine shop, noise levels can be expected to be above 70 
dB(A); in offices and stores, below 80 dB(A). 
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3.1 GENERAL. Figures 3-1, 3-2. 

A sound-level meter comprises four main elements, as 
shown in the block diagram of an elementary sound-level 
meter. The microphone produces an electrical signal propor
tional to the applied sound pressure. This ac electrical sig
nal is applied to an amplifier with frequency-selective net
works that establish the "weighting." The amplification is 
adjustable, in order to provide for proper calibration of the 
instrument. After amplification and weighting, the ac signal 
is applied to the detector, where it is changed into a de 
signal suitable for application to the readout device. The 
detector has closely controlled response-time characteris
tics, and produces a de signal proportional to the effect-
ive, or root-mean-square, value of the weighted ac input 
signal. The detector output signal is applied to the readout 
device, which may be a meter, digital display unit, or both. 

The circuit elements of the 1981-B Precision Sound-Level 
Meter are shown in the Elementary Block Diagram. This 

Figure 3-1. Block diagram of elementary sound-level meter. 

diagram also shows the location of the electronic circuitry 
on the etched-circuit boards. Refer also to the Over-all 
Block Diagram and schematic diagrams in Section 5. 

NOTE 
Each full reference designator used in the 
schematic diagrams, block diagrams, parts lists 
and circuit description includes a prefix letter 
which indicates the subassembly in which the 
particular component is found. The subassembly 
prefix letters are shown on Figure 3-2. Not shown 
is subassembly "A" which is the instrument 
chassis. Generally, since it is clear from con-
text, the subassembly prefix letters are omitted 
from the various diagrams and descriptions for 
the sake of brevity. Examples: C-R8 designates 
resistor No.8 on the C board; D-C10 designates 
capacitor No. 10 on the D board. The instru
ment may contain A-R 1, B-R 1, C-R 1, etc. 

The preamplifier assembly Which is plugged into the 
nose cone contains the 2-stage, low-noise amplifier, 01 and 
02. The preamplifier matches the very high impedance of 
the microphone to the much lower impedance level of 

Figure 3-2. Elementary block diagram of the 1981 Precision 
Sound-Level Meter. 
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the extension cable (if used) and the following circuitry. 
(The signal-power gain is more than 30 dB). 

The Front-End Board "C" incorporates the rest of the 
circuitry essential to sound-level display on the analog 
meter. Amplifier stages U1 and U2 amplify the input signal 
voltage by a factor (at 1 kHz) of 2.5 if the RANGE switch 
is set to 70-120 dB, or 250 if that is set to 30-80 dB. The A
weighting frequency response characteristic is provided by 
6 resistor-capacitor networks in the U1-U2 circuit. This 
characteristic is in accordance with IEC-179 and ANSI 
S1.4-1971 Type 1 standards. The detector circuit, com
prising U3, U4, and U6, provides a de output voltage that 
is proportional to the logarithm of the rms value of the 

input signal. The detector response times for FAST and 
SLOW are also in accordance with IEC-179 and ANSI S1.4-
1971 Type 1 standards. The detector output signal is ampli
fied by U5 and a8, and applied to the meter. A drive 
signal, called FMDT, for the digital display circuit is 
derived from the meter circuit. 

Also on the Front-End Board "C" is the power supply 
circuit composed of a3 through a7. This circuit, supplied 
with unregulated power from the Ni-Cd battery (3.6 Vdc), 
develops precisely regulated voltages of +6.4 Vdc and -6.4 
Vdc. These regulated voltages are used as primary power by 
most of the circuits in the instrument. 

The digital display circuit occupies the A/D Converter 
Board "D". The designation A/D stands for "analog-to
digital". The analog signal from the meter circuit is applied 
to the maximum-hold amplifier U5, U1, a1, and U4D. This 
circuit has its de offset switched by the RANGE switch, 
an amount equivalent to the 40-dB difference between the 
two ranges. Also, this circuit operates in two modes under 
the control of the front-panel DIGITAL DISPLAY switch. 
In the CONTINUOUS mode, this amplifier serves as a level 
shifter and amplifier to transform the meter signal to the 
value required by the A/D converter circuit. In the MAXI
MUM mode, the circuit becomes, in addition, an opera
tional peak detector giving an output that is proportional 
to the maximum value of its input. Logic circuitry actuates 
the circuit from the front-panel controls. The A/D con
verter circuit provides a digital output for the digital dis
play based on the analog signal from the maximum-hold 
circuit. Para 3.2 describes its principles of operation. The 

Eu ="UNKNOWN", 
+VOLTAGE 

TO BE CONVERTED 

TIME-BASE 
GENERATOR 

(IN US) 

C3 

Figure 3-3. Dual-slope A/0 converter, elementary block diagram. 
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output of the A/D converter is buffered by display drivers, 
a2 through a13, and applied to the four-digit LED display 
device F-U1. Logic in the A/D converter circuit implements 
the CAPTURE DISPLAY mode of operation by inhibiting 
the converter while storing the present value in the display 
circuitry. 

3.2 PRINCIPLES OF THE 1981 A/0 CONVERTER. 
Figures 3-3, 3-4. 

The analog-to-digital converter uses a dual-slope inte
gration technique. This scheme is widely accepted because 
of its simplicity and accuracy. The basic configuration and 
operation are shown in the accompanying figures. Capaci
tor C3 is successively charged and discharged, with an 
"unknown" voltage (the analog input) and a reference, res
pectively. The charge time is controlled and the discharge 
period measured by the timer. The following expressions 
describe this process and define its result: 

Eu 
ac= 

Eu tc 
lu=--. 

Rl6 I R16 

Eref Eref 
lref=-- ad= td 

R16 R 16 

Eu tc Eref td 

R16 R16 

'td Eu 

tc Eref 
Where: ac = charge placed on C3 by "unknown" voltage (input) 

ad= charge removed from C3 by reference voltage 
lu =charge current, from "unknown" 
I ref= discharge current, from reference 
tc =.charge time, fixed by timer 
'td =discharge time, proportional to unknown, measured 
by timer. 

SWITCHED 
INPUT TO 
INTEGRATOR 

0-

INTEGRATOR OUTPUT, 
SLOPES PROPORTIONAL 
TO lu AND I ref 

ZERO-CROSSING· 0-1 
DETECTOR 
OUTPUT 

TIMER COUNT 
(SMOOTHED) 

Figure 3-4. Elementary waveform and timing diagram for dual
slope A/0 converter. 



Thus, the ratio of the discharge time to charge time equals 
the ratio of the "unknown" voltage to the reference voltage. 
If the time intervals tc and td are known in arbitrary units 
equal to the period of the timer's clock, then the propor
tionality becomes: 

Where: Cd =count accumulated during discharge time td 
Cc = count accumulated during charge time tc. 

The value of Cc is chosen to give the desired resolution 
and full-scale value. It is fixed by the timer design. For the 
1981, Cc = 10,000, so: 

Eu 
Cd = -E-- X 10,000. 

ref 

Thus, the dual-slope A/0 converter (by means of a time 
interval-proportional to the input voltage) generates a digital 
number (a count) representative of its input. Furthermore, 
the conversion is independent of variations in the frequency 
of the count oscillator, the value.s of circuit components, 
etc. The only requirement on most of these is that they 
remain stable during each conversion cycle. The require
ment for a stable reference level, Eref, is met with voltage
regulator circuitry. Refer to para 3.6 for a description of 
the A/0 converter circuit. 

3.3 POWER SUPPLY. 

The power supply circuit is located on Front-End Board 
"C", 1981-4750. The prefix "C" normally appended to the 
designators of parts on this board is omitted in the follow
ing description 

The power supply uses 04, 05, and T1 connected as a 
self-excited de-de converter. Its frequency of oscillation is 
approx 50 kHz. Positive feedback for 04 and 05 is·taken 
from the secondary of T1. CR 1 I CR2, CR3, and CR4 pro
vide full-wave-rectified positive and negative de voltages. 
The negative output is regulated directly; the positive 
supply voltage tracks the regulated negative voltage (since 
both voltages are derived from T 1). 

A constant 1-mA current is established through 07, 
a two-terminal device comprising a FET with gate tied to 
source. Thus, 07 supplies a constant current equal to its 
loss. This current is divided between the base of 03 and 
CR5, a temperature-compensated zener diode. For the sake 
of explanation, suppose the negative supply voltage changes 
erroneously in a positive direction; the change will couple 
to 03 through CR5. 03 will draw more current through 
series regulator 06, thus increasing the drive level to 04 and 
05. The supply output voltage is raised, correcting the 
original error. CR6 compensates for the temperature 
variation of VBE of 03. 

3.4 PREAMPLIFIER, WEIGHTING, AND DETECTOR. 

Preamplifier. This assembly, 1981-4000, contains minia
ture circuit board "P", 1933-4795. The very high input 
impedance is due to the characteristics of the field-effect 
transistor P-01 and the guard circuit. (The "high" lead from 
the microphone has its capacitance to ground effectively 
reduced by a shield which is driven in phase with the micro
phone signal.) The low-frequency input impedance is about 
2.2 Gil; the output impedance is about 3 kil. 

Front-End Circuits. The Front-End Board "C", 1981-
4750 comprises the A-weighting amplifier, detector, and 
meter amplifier, as well as the power supply described above. 
The prefix "C'~ normally appended to the designators of 
parts located on this board,is omitted in the description. 

From the preamplifier, the input signal passes through 
weighting network C2, R3, C3, and R4. This network pro
vides 2 cascaded high-pass RC sections, each with a cutoff 
frequency of 281 Hz. The signal is then amplified by U1, 
which has a voltage gain of 1 or 100, depending on whether 
the RANGE switch is set to 70-120 or 30-80 dB, respec
tively. The signal is then coupled to U2 by C5 and R2. C5 
and R7 form a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 
20.2 Hz. R2 and C6 form a low-pass filter with cutoff freq 
12.4 kHz. The signal is further ampfified by U2, which 
utilizes CAL potentiometer R5 in its feedback loop, for 
overall ac gain calibration. The weighting network, R10 and 
C31, in this circuit acts as a low-pass filter with a cut-off 
frequency of 12.4 kHz. The signal passes through R 11 and 
C7, a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 20.2 Hz. 
These RC filters together comprise the A-weighting network. 

Weighting. Figure 3-5. 

This graph shows the A-weighting characteristic, as rela
tive attenuation in dB vs frequency in Hz (zero dB at 1 kHz). 

Detector and Meter Amplifier. The detector circuit, U3, 
U4, and U6, provides a de output voltage proportional to 
the logarithm of the rms value of the ac input signal applied 
through C7. The detector response times for FAST and 
SLOW characteristics are established by C11 and C12, in 
series. For SLOW, A-52 shorts out C11. The de output 
voltage from the detector is amplified by meter amplifier 
U5 and 08. 

The meter responds to its current, equal to the applied 
voltage divided by the resistance of the meter movement 
in series with R25. The meter resistance increases with 
temperature, as does the de output of the detector; temp
erature compensation is thus obtained. A compensated 
output voltage for the DC OUTPUT jack and the digital 
display circuit is derived from R25. 

The battery-check circuit operates when the battery 
voltage is applied via the Power Switch to SO 1-3. 09, 
which is normally held off by voltage divider R34 and R33, 
conducts; this cuts off 08, disconnecting the meter from 
the detector. The meter then functions as a voltmeter, with 
the battery voltage coupled through CR7 and R21. CR7 
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provides the necessary gating and some compensation for 
the variation of the Ni-Cd battery voltage with temperature. 
R21 establishes calibration with the BAT check mark on the 
meter face. 

3.5 MAXIMUM-HOLD AMPLIFIER. 

This circuit is located on AID Converter Board "D", 
1981-4760. The prefix "D'; normally appended to the 
designators of parts in this circuit1 is omitted from the 
following description. 

The de signal FMDT, representing sound level, from the 
meter circuit is applied to the maximum-hold circuit U5, 
U1, Q1, and C1. One SPST section of a CMOS switch, U4D, 
is used in this circuit. When the switch control signal (at pin 
12 of U4 for this section) is high, the switch is closed; when 
low, the switch is open. U1 and 01 comprise a de amplifier 
and level shifter. U5 is a unity-gain buffer. The feedback 
network around U1 and 01 includes de offset that is 
switched by RANGE switch A-S3 so that the output voltage 
from 01 is proportional to sound level in dB on one consis
tent scale that includes both ranges. (For example, the 
voltage there, at DV2, is +2.4 V for a measurement of 74 
"'Bon either range. The constant of proportionality is 
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35 mV per dB.) When the digital display is in the CONTIN
~OUS mode, switch U4D is closed. The voltage on C1 
simply tracks the operating level. When the circuit is in the 
MAXIMUM hold mode, switch U4D is open. While the 
input voltage increases, the voltage on C1 increases. Beyond 
its peak, when the input voltage starts dropping, CR 1 is back 
biased and the feedback loop opens. The voltage at U1-6 
goes to -0.7 V, where it is clamped by CR4. The voltage 
on C1 then decays negligibly, due to the low leakage through 
U4, CR1, and 01. The maximum-hold circuit output volt
age from 01 (DV2, or essentially Eu referred to below) 
remains at precisely the value it had at the instant when 
the input voltage peaked; thus it represents the maximum 
sound level. The voltage on C1 stays constant until a 
higher input occurs or until U4D closes and resets it. 

Control voltage for switch U4D is obtained frorT'! the 
"maximum-hold reset one-shot" U3A and U2A. For the 
cc;>NTINUOUS mode, "MODA" is low, which jams the 
one-shot output U3-12 high; then switch U4D stays closed. 
In MAXIMUM hold mode, U3-12 is normally low, while 
U2-10 is high. U4D is then open. To reset the circuit, 
a high signal "RST" is generated by CAPTURE DISPLAY 
button A-S1. When A-S1 is released, the trailing edge of 

5K 

FREQUENCY, Hz 

Figure 3-5. Frequency-response characteristic of the 1981 Sound-Level Meter. This is "A" weighting. This curve 
excludes the possible acoustic effects of any microphone and is valid for a 35-pF source impedance. 
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the inverted "RST" at U3-4 triggers the one-shot which 
produces a reset pulse about 20 ms wide. Since the one-
shot triggers on the release of A-S1, this pulse is independent 
of the "RST" pulse width or of any contact bounce noise 
from A-S1. For 20 ms, then, this pulse closes U4D, closing 
the feedback around U1 and 01, and re-establishing the 
voltage on C1 to the present input level. When the reset 
pulse terminates, U4D opens and the circuit resumes maxi
mum-hold operation. 

3.6 DESCRIPTION OF A/0 CONVERTER Figures 3-6, 3-7. 

The A/D converter is also located on A/D Converter 
Board "D", 19S1-4 760. The prefix "D': normally appended 
to the designators of parts in this circuit is omitted from 
the following description. 

The heart of the A/D converter is aMOS LSI circuit, 
US. This device comprises a four-decade counter with 
latches, multiplexing circuits, and a decoder for seven-seg
ment display outputs. In the 19S1, it times and controls 
the A/D converter and provides display drive signals. 
Understanding of the 19S1 A/D converter is facilitated by 
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Figure 3-6. Waveform and timing diagram for the A/0 converter 
in the 1981. For the readout range 70 to 120 dB(A), td range is 
approx 5 to 9 ms. 

reference to the accompanying timing diagram as well as 
the D-Board schematic in Section 5 and principles in para 
3.2. 

A complete conversion cycle takes place in approx 150 
ms, so the A/D converter makes about 7 readings per 
second. A cycle begins with a reset pulse. Switch U4B con
nects the integrator circuit U6 to Eu. the analog voltage 
representing sound-level. Integrator capacitor C3 charges 
while the counter in US counts up from 0000. The next 
count beyond 9999 is ( 1 )0000, where the ( 1) represents an 
overflow. Then, at time tc, the charge on C3 has reached a 
level proportiona_l to the "unknown" input voltage and the· 
interval tc. The overflow latch output, US-6, by changing 
state at the ( 1 )0000 count, causes U4B to disconnect Eu 
from the integrator, and U4A to connect the reference 
Eref instead to the integrator. The polarity of the reference 
is such as to cause C3 to discharge, while US again starts 
counting up from 0000. Comparator U7 senses when C3 is 
completely discharged, i.e., when the integrator output 
voltage crosses zero. At that time, td, US has reached a 
count Cd. The comparator triggers the Transfer One-Shot 
U2B and U3B. The One-Shot's output pulse causes US to 
transfer the desired count Cd from its counter into the 
display circuit. 

There is another step in the A/D converter cycle, which 
was not shown in the preceding description of an elemen
tary dual-slope A/D converter. The counter in US conti
nues counting up after the transfer pulse occurs. U4C shorts 
the integrator, holding C3 discharged in preparation for 
the next cycle. Reset gate U2C is enabled by the next 
Count Extend pulse, at US-5, following the transfer pulse; 
this produces a reset pulse, which starts the next cycle. 

The Capture Display Mode is initiated by depressing 
the CAPTURE DISPLAY pushbutton. When this switch 
(A-S1) is activated, a positive voltage (+V) is applied to 
input line "RST". This signal is inverted by U3D and applied 
to reset gate U2C. Counter/Decoder US is thereby inhibited. 
When this switch is depressed, the A/D converter completes 
its present cycle and then idles. The display indicates and 
holds the data present when CAPTURE DISPLAY was de
pressed. Normal indication is restored by releasing the 
CAPTURE DISPLAY button. 

The LED display device F-U1 contains tour seven-seg
ment digits and four decimal points, each of which is treated 
as an eighth segment. (The 1981 uses only one decimal point.) 
F-U1 does not have the many external contacts that would 
be required for simultaneous illumination of any arbitrary 
combination of these many segments. The display device is 
internally wired in a matrix arrangement, as shown in Figure 
3. 7. The display is- energized one digit at a time, rapidly 
so there is no visible flicker. To light a particular segment 
in a given digit, the appropriate segment lead is made positive 
while the appropriate digit lead is made negative. US pro
vides this drive requirement. It contains an oscillator and 
decoder which scan the four digit lines at a rate of about 
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5kHz. The output is such as to turn on 09 through 012 in 
succession. The duty cycle is about 12%. Simultaneously, 
the ROM in U8 looks at the count stored in the digit which 
is presently activated, decodes the count, and provides the 
proper drive to 02 through 08, which turn on segments to 
make the corresponding numeral appear in the display. 
When the third digit from the MSD (left-hand) is being 
scanned, 013 conducts, thus lighting the third decimal 
point. 

When the Power Switch is pushed over to BAT check, 
U3E-10 goes_ low. This brings the BLANK and COI\1PLE
ME.NT lines of U8 low. Thus, all segments are lit and the 
display "888.8" results. "MODB" is brought low also 
through CR3, so U8 will be brought on during Battery 
Check even though the DIGITAL DISPLAY may be OFF. 
Generally, when the DIGITAL DISPLAY is switched OFF, 
line "MODB" is disconnected from the power supply, thus 
disabling U8. 
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Figure 3-7. Digital-display-circuit matrix. Ewery crossing in the l'flll/ 
blOCk repr~ts a pair of connections to a particular segment of 
a digit in the display F-U1. As shown at the right, each segment is 
a light-emitting diode. (All those in each digit have a common 
cathode.) 



Service and Maintenance-Section 4 

4.1 GR FIELD SERVICE. 
4.2 INSTRUMENT RETURN 
4.3 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION 

4.4 DISASSEMBLY 
4.5 TESTS AND GALIBRATION 
4.6 MAINTENANCE . 
4.7 FAULT ANALYSIS . 

4.1 FIELD SERVICE. 

Our warranty (at the front of this manual) attests the 
quality of materials and workmanship in our products. 
When difficulties do occur, our service engineers will assist 
in any way possible. If the difficulty cannot be eliminated 
by use of the following service instructions, please write or 
phone the nearest service facility (see back page), 
giving full information of the trouble and of steps taken to 
remedy it. Describe the instrument by type, serial, and 
ID numbers. (Refer to front and side panels.) 

4.2 INSTRUMENT RETURN. 

Before returning an instrument to GenRad for 
service, please ask our nearest office for a "Returned 
Material" number. Use of this number in correspondence 

4-1 
4-1 
4-1 

4-3 
4-4 
4-9 

4-10 

and on a tag tied to the instrument will ensure proper 
handling and identification. After the initial warranty 
period, please avoid unnecessary delay by indicating how 
payment will be made, i.e., send a purchase-order number 
or (for transportation charges) request "C.O.D.". 

For return shipment, please use packaging that is ade
quate to protect the instrument from damage, i.e., equiva
lent to the original packaging. Advioe may be obtained 
from any GR office. 

4.3 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION. 

To determine that the gain and A-weighting response 
of the 1981 are normal, proceed as outlined below. To 
verify other operational features, including the battery check, 
capture display, and digital display, continue with para 4.3.2. 
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4.3.1 Calibration Checks With Sound-Level Calibrator. 

Either the GR Type 1562 or 1567 Sound-Level Calibra
tor provides a test signal for making a rapid check of the 
overall gain of the instrument (including the microphone). 
The 1562 provides a test signal at five frequencies ranging 
from 125Hz to 2000Hz. The 1567 provides a test signal 
at 1 kHz only. Use this procedure: 

a. Set the 1981 Power Switch to ON, the DIGITAL 
DISPLAY to CONT, and the RANGE switch to 70-120 dB; 
and check the battery by sliding the Power Switch to the 
BAT position for a few seconds. If the pointer holds steadily 
above the BAT mark on the meter face, proceed with cali
bration. Otherwise, change or recharge the battery pack. (For 
details refer to para 2.1.) 

b. Fit a 1/2 inch coupler-adaptor to the 1562 or 1567 
calibrator, turn it on (set at 1 kHz) and place it over the 
1981 microphone. 

c. A reading of 114 ±0.5 dB should be indicated on 
both the 1981 meter and its digital readout. Adjust CAL 
(screwdriver control located on the upper right side of the 
instrument) as required for readings within these limits. 

d. If there is a wide variation between the meter and 
digital readings, refer to para 4.5.4. 

The 1562 can be used to provide a quick check of the 
A-weighting response. The correct level for each frequency 
is shown in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 

dB READOUT VS CALIBRATOR FREQUENCY, AT 
STANDARD TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE 

Frequency 
of 1562 

125Hz 
250 
500 

1000 
2000 

2000 

96.4 to 99.4 dB 
103.9 to 106.9 
1 09.8 to 111 .8 

Readout on 1981 meter 

114.0 =reference (set exactly) 
113.7 to 116.7, with flat-random-incidence-respOnse 

microphone (1962-9601) 
113.4 to 116.4, with flat-perpendicular-incidence

response microphone (1962-9602) 

Refer to the 1562 Manual for corrections to Table 4-1 
due to ambient temperature and/or atmospheric pressure 
different from 23°C and 760 mm Hg. 

4.3.2 Functional Operation Checks. 

11. quick check of the various instrument functions can 
be made with a sound .source, with the microphone installed, 
or using the oscillator as a signal source. When using the 
oscillator as a signal source, it should be connected through 
an attenuator (such as the G R 1450-TB) to the 1560-P9 
dummy microphone on the 1981. This setup will allow 
verification of meter and digital-display agreement as you 
change the attenuator in 1-dB or 1 0-dB steps. 
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Digital Display. Verify conformity with the analog dis
play and proper response to controls as follows. 

a. Verify that the digital display value agrees with the 
meter reading within ±0.2 dB from 110 to 120, and ±0.7 
dB from 70to 110dB(A). With the DIGITAL DISPLAY 
switch OFF, there should be no display. With the switch 
on CONT, display value should follow meter reading. 

b. Reduce the source level as required to obtain a digital 
display between 70 and 80 dB(A). Note this reading. Change 
the RANGE to 30-80 dB and verify that the digital display 
is within ±0.5 dB of the previous value. Also verify that the 
analog display is the same as the digital display, within ±0.2 dB. 

c. Depress CAPTURE DISPLAY button A-S1 and note 
that further variations in the input level produce no digital
display value change while the button is held depressed. 

d. Release CAPTURE DISPLAY button and switch to 
MAX. Raise, then lower the input level and nvte th3t digital
display value remains at its maximum. Decay rate should 
not exceed one digit (0.1 dB) in five seconds. Decay rate 
is usually much slower but may approach the above limit 
under high temperature or high humidity conditions. 

e. Depress (and hold) CAPTURE DISPLAY pushbutton, 
raise and lower the input signal, and note that the digital 
display does not change even though a signal higher than 
the held value is applied. Lower the input signal below 
held value, and note that the digital display drops to the 
input value when the CAPTURE DISPLAY pushbutton 
is released. 

AC Output. The ac output level can be checked with a 
voltmeter connected to the AC OUTPUT jack. Set the 
RANGE switch to 70-120 dB. The output should be approx
imately 500 mV at full scale and 1.58 mV at bottom end 
of the 1981 meter scale. 

DC Output. The de output level can be checked with a 
de voltmeter connected to the DC OUTPUT jack. The 
voltage should be about 500 mV at full scale and zero at 
bottom end of the 1981 meter scale. 

Speed of Response. Check as follows: 
a. Make a loud, transient sound (whistle near the micro

phone), stopping abruptly. 
b. Observe the decay time for the meter pointer to drop 

by 10 dB. This should be about 2 s for SLOW; 1/3 s for FAST. 

Battery Checks. Set the Power Switch on BAT; with 
good batteries, a meter reading over the BAT mark should 
be obtained and the digital display should show "888.8". 
Condition of the Ni-Cd cells may be thoroughly checked by 
seeing whether the instrument will operate for the specified 
length of time: 4 hours or more with display running. 
Charger operation can be verified by noting a slight increase 
in battery-check meter reading, if the charger is plugged in 
while the Power Switch is on BAT. 

Successful completion of these checks verifies that the 
instrument under test is calibrated and functioning correctly. 
See also para 2.1 and 2.2. If further calibration or adjust
ments are necessary, refer to para 4.5, Tests and Calibration. 
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4.4 DISASSEMBLY. Figures 4-1, 4-2. 

CAUTION 
The following material is provided for use by 
persons skilled in the repair of delicate elec
tronic equipment. Please do not risk the 1981 
by attempting to work on it if you are not 
well qualified to do so. As an example of 
the care required, one must use gloves judiciously, 
because leakage current through the film of a 
fingerprint on a circuit board can tiegrade the 
performance of this instrument on a humid day. 

Figure 4-2C. Preamp alignment. 

SETSCREW FOR 
PREAMPLIFIER 

C-R38 ACCESS 

C-R24 ACCESS 

D-R34 (120 dB) 

X 

METER 

Y (HIDDEN) 

Figure 4-2 A. Rear view with rear cover off. 

Figure 4-1. Bottom view. with battery-compartment cover and 
battery pack removed. The 4 screws nearest the corners hold the 
front and rear panels. Note orientation: middle cell-+, others+-. 

D-J8 D-J5 z D-J4 

Figure 4-28. Partial disassembly. The D ~rd has been swung out, but the 
instrument will still operate. One screw passes through holes X-X; another, 
Y-Y; etc. The screw at Z-Z has a small head and requires an insulating washer. 
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Generally, the 1981 comes apart in the same order regard
less of which component is to be worked on. That is to say, 
there is only one way to take it apart. The procedure is not 
risky when properly executed; nor, we believe, is it particu
larly onerous. Therefore, with one exception, we recommend 
you use the following procedure in all cases until you have 
gained access to the part that has your special attention. 
However, if you need access only to the meter mechanical 
zero-adjust screw, then, in step b, leave the 2 rear screws 
alone; and, in step c, leave the rear cover on. 

Disassembly. 
a. Remove battery-compartment cover and battery 

pack (para 2.1.1). 
b. Remove 4 screws near inside corners of battery 

compartment. 
c. Remove rear cover by pulling lower edge out, 

then pulling cover down from nose cone and away. 
If necessary separate front cover (front panel) similarly; 
but do not disconnect or strain the flex cables. 

d. Remove 3 screws holding A/D Converter Board "D'' 
and swing it clear, as illustrated. Notice that the non-metal 
bushing belongs under the head of the smaller screw, at ZZ. 
Do not strain the wires connected to RANGE switch A-S3. 
If they restrict access, disconnect them temporarily from 
pin jacks D-J10, -J11, and -J12, (wire colors gray, violet, 
orange, respectively). 

e. Remove the two hex spacers located nearest the 
meter barrel; remove the meter. Notice how the spacers 
and lockwashers are assembled. 

f. Remove the other hex spacer retaining the Front 
End Board "C". Observe hardware placement. Swing this 
board clear of the chassis. Work the lower edge forward and 
down; then swing the edge with the notch for the meter 
barrel out so that the board is perpendicular to its installed 
position and still connected. 

g. Remove the nose cone as follows: First unplug the 
microphone/preamplifier assembly as directed in para 2.2.6. 
Then return the setscrew to the "in" (cw) position. Then 
unscrew the nose-cone retainer, which appears as a tapered 
metal sleeve about 1.2 em (0.5 in.) high at the top of the 
plastic cone. (Use a rubber gripper if necessary, not a metal 
tool.) Removal of the nose cone exposes the input connector 
A-J1 and upper areas of the C and D Boards. 

NOTE 

The 1981 will still operate, if required. If so, 
reinstall battery pack, preamp, and microphone. 

h. The A/D Converter Board "D" can be disconnected 
without a soldering iron. Unplug the two flex cables, 
the black lead from the battery compartment, and the 3 wires 
mentioned in step d. 

i. Unplug the flex cable from the Front End Board "C" 
and remove the front cover assembly. 

j. Unsolder all leads from the Front End Board "C". 
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k. Remove the battery compartment by removing the 
single screw remaining in the center. 

Reassembly. Reassembly can be done by reversing the 
above procedure, but if you have had to go much beyond 
step g, the following procedure will generally be easier. 
Disconnect and remove the front cover assembly. 

a. Install the battery compartment. 
b. Connect all soldered leads, except the meter, to the 

Front End Board "C" and install it with the single hex 
spacer. It will be useful to put another screw (with nut) 
temporarily in one of the meter-mounting brackets to 
hold the board in position while starting the hex spacer 
and all its hardware. Remove the temporary screw. 

c. Install the meter and connect its leads. 
d. Work the flex cables from the front cover through the 

notch in the Front End Board near the battery compartment. 
Do this in the following order: first, the 16-pin A/D Board 

connector; then the cable with the 7 pins for the A/D Board; 
and last, the 16-pin connector for the Front End Board. 

NOTE 
Before replacing the front cover, check that the 
meter (when facing up) points to bottom scale 
(70 dBA). If not, adjust meter mechanical zero 
screw. See below. 

Arrange the pleat in the cables between the meter and the 
front cover, then assemble the cover and fasten it with two 
screws inside the battery compartment. Connect the 16-pin 
plug to the Front End Board. 

e. Connect and mount the A/D Converter Board "D". 
f. Install nose cone with its retainer, preamplifier 

(tighten set screw) and microphone. 
g. Install the rear cover, battery pack, and battery com

partment cover. 

4.5 TESTS AND CALIBRATION. 

4.5.1 Meter Zero and Introduction. 

Meter Zero. If adjustment is required (see preceding 
note}, release front cover (front panel and bezel assembly) 
and swing it aside, see para 4.4. Meter mechanical zero 
screw head is.flush on front of meter housing. (Look where 
meter pointer is pivoted.) With Power switch OFF and meter 
face horizontal, set the pointer to bottom scale,30 dB(A). 

General. The following procedures are intended for an 
experienced technician recalibrating and testing the 1981 
Precision Sound-Level Meter. 

They should be followed after the instrument has been 
repaired or when the evaluation of para 4.3 shows that the 
instrument may not be working according to specifications. 
Before calibration, remove microphone and rear cover. 
Most of the adjustments can be made with C and D Boards 
in place. (The exception is unusual; see para 4.5.1 0.) 



Instrument 
(quantity) 

Power supply 

Oscillator 

Counter 

Decade attenuator 

AC-DC voltmeter 

Distortion analyzer 

Sound-level meter 

Tone-burst generator 

Osci II oscope 

874 Tee 

Pulse generator 

Sound-level calibrator 

Dummy microphone 

Decade resistor 
Patch cord 
Patch cord (3) 
Patch cord (2) 

Patch cord (2) 
Patch cord 
Adapting cable 

Adapting cable 

Adapting cable 

Adaptor (2) 

Adaptor (3) 

Resistor 

Resistor 

BNC Short 

Table 4-2 

RECOMMENDED TEST EQUIPMENT 

Minimum Requirements 

0 to 5 V, 200 rnA. 

20Hz to 20kHz, 0 to 20 V Open Ckt. 

Frequency: 25 Hz to 1'0 kHz, Interval: 200 to 500 ms. 

0.1-dB, 1-dB, 10-dB steps; range 0 to 110 dB; nominal impedance 600 n 

Range: 0 to 10 V, accuracy: 2%. 

100 Hz to 20kHz, 300 p.V to 10 V rms full scale. 

Range 10 to 130 dB, flat response. 

200 to 500-ms pulses and continuous bursts. 

General purpose 

Nonlocking GR 874 connectors. 

PositiVe and negative pulses, width: 200 p.s, freq: 500 Hz. 

Precision, with coupler/adaptor to 1 /2-in. microphone. 

35 pF, fits GR microphone connector to simulate 1 /2-in. microphone, 
BNC socket on other end, BNC plug with short circuit, supplied. 

10 n to 100 kn. 
GR 874 nonlocking connectors on each end. 
Double banana plug on each end. 
BNC plug on each end. 

Banana plug each end. 
BNC plug on one end; other end 874 connector. 
Double banana plug; other end, sub-miniature phone plug (.097 
in., like Switchcraft 850-series ''Micropl.ug"). 

Sub-miniature phone plug as above; other end, microphone connector 
to fit mast on G R 1933. 

Double banana plug; other end, miniature phone plug (like 
Switchcraft 750-series "Tiniplug") to fit 1981 BAT CHARGE. 

Double banana plug; other end, GR874 coaxial connector. 

BNC jack; other end, GR874 coaxial connector. 

600 n ±1%, 1 W, with banana-plug terminals. 

600 n, 1/4 w. 

*Equivalents may be substituted. 

Recommended* 

Hewlett-Packard 6215A 

GR 1310 

GR 1191-B 

GR 1450-TB 

Data Precision 2440 
DVM 

Hewlett-Packard 334A 

GR 1933 

GR 1396 

Tektronix 503 

GR 874 T 

GR 1340 

GR 1562 or 1567 

GR 1560-P9 

GR 1433-L 
GR 874-R20A 

GR 274-NP 
GR 776-C 

GR 274-LLR 
GR 776-B 
GR 1560-P77 

G R 1933-9602 

Make using GR 0274-
8975 and Switchcraft 
750 plugs 

GR 874-010 

GR 874-0BJA 

(GR 500-G) 

Access to C-Board adjustments is facilitated by holes and 
cutouts in D Board. Refer to Figure 4-2 for locations. 

a. Disconnect the battery charger and remove the 
battery pack or batteries from the instrument. 

A list of recommended test equipment is given in Table 
4-2. 

4.5.2 External Power-Supply Connection. 

During normal operation of the 1981, power is received 
from the battery pack. To prevent excessive drain of the 
batteries during calibration, the battery charger supplied 
with the instrument can be plugged in to the BAT CHARGE 
jack (refer to NOTE in para 2.6.1c). Should connection of 
an external supply be needed (as in some of the following 
paragraphs), proceed as follows: 

b. Using a clip lead, short together the two fingers which 
protrude from the bottom of the battery compartment. 
(These are interlock connections which prevent recharging 
of anything other than the battery pack.) 

c. Connect the HP 6215A Power Supply, output set to 
3.7 Vdc, to the 1981 BAT CHARGE jack using an adapt
ing cable (double banana plug and miniature phone plug). 
Be sure to connect positive polarity to tip of phone plug. 

4.5.3 Power-Supply Check. (Refer to Figure 4-2.) 

a. Make connection to an external de supply as described 
above, to allow monitoring of the instrument current drain. 
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b. Set the 1981 controls as follows: 
Power Switch . 
DIGITAL DISPLAY. 

.. ON 
OFF. 

c. Verify that the power-supply current is from 50 
to 60 mA. 

d. Push the Power Switch to BAT; the digital display 
should read 888.8. Verify that the supply current is approx 
150 mA. Switch the power OFF. 

e. In order to check power-supply voltages and make 
further calibration adjustments, remove the rear cover and 
swing out the AID converter board "D" (see para 4.4). 
Do not disconnect it. Return the DVM ground lead to the 
1981 chassis or one of the hex spacers. 

f. Set the Power Switch ON and check the +V supply 
at D-J5: 6.4 ± 0.4 V, with respect to chassis. 

g. Check the -V supply at D-J4: -6.4 ± 0.4 V. 
h. Check the +VF supply at the+ (lower) end of C-C1: 

5.7 ± 0.4 V. (C1 is about halfway between the meter and 
the right side of the instrument.) 

i. Check the -VF supply on the negative side of C-C21: 
-5.7 ± 0.4 V (C21 is adjacent to C1). 

4.5.4 Span Adjustment of Meter and Digital Display. 

Figure 4-3. 

a. Switch the 1981 power OFF. Lay the instrument so 
the front panel is in a horizontal (or nearly horizontal) posi
tion. Check that the meter pointer indicates exactly bot
tom scale (30 dBA). If not, remove the front cover and 
adjust meter mechanical zero, as in para 4.5.1. 

b. Make the test setup shown in the block diagram. 
c. Set the controls as follows: 
1310 Oscillator: 

Frequency Range. 
Frequency . 
Level. 

1450 Attenuator: 
Attenuation 

334-A Distortion Analyzer: 
Function Switch . 
Meter Range Switch . 

776~C 
874~0BJA 
874~010 

200Hz to 2kHz 
1 kHz (10 on dial) 

Adjust for 0.5 Von DVM 

10.0 dB 

Voltmeter 
1 v 

Figure 4-3. Multipurpose test setup for 1981 Sound-Level Meter. 
Numbers outside the blocks refer to cables and adaptors and (in 
parenthesis) the appropriate jack to be used. 
(Input terminals must not be grounded on the DISTORTION 
ANALYZER) 
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1981 Sound-Level Meter being checked: 
Power Switch . . 
RANGE ... 
DIGITAL DISPLAY. 
FAST/SLOW . 

... ON 
. 70-120 dB 

. CONT 
FAST 

d. Adjust the 1981 CAL control (screwdriver adjustment) 
for a reading of 0.5 volts on the 334-A Distortion Analyzer. 
Overall range of this gain adjustment may be verified by 
rotating CAL fully ccw to the click stop (approximately 
0.21 V output) and fully cw to the click stop (approx
imately 1.4 V output). Leave the CAL adjustment set 
for 0.5 volts output. 

e. Set the 1450 attenuator to 60.0 dB and fine-adjust 
CAL for 70.0 dB on the 1981 meter. The 334-A analyzer 
should indicate 1.60 mV ±0.20 mV. (Otherwise, there is 
probably a fault in the detector circuitry; return the instru
ment to a GR repair facility.) 

f. Reset the 1450 to 16.0 dB and adjust C-R24 for a 
reading of 114.0 dB on the meter. (See Figure 4-2.) 

g. Reset the 1450 to 60.0 dB and adjust D-R4 for a 
digital display of 70.0 dB. 

h. Set the 1450 to 16.0 dB and adjust D-R34 for a 
digital display of 114.0 dB. 

i. Reset the 1450 attenuator to 60.0 dB. Slide the RANGE 
switch to 30-80 dB. 

j. Adjust C-R38 for a meter reading of exactly 70.0 dB. 
Adjust D-R40 for a digital display of exactly 70.0 dB. 

k. Finally, slide the RANGE switch to 70-120 dB. 

4.5.5 Display Tracking Check. 

a. Install the battery pack and use battery power only 
in the 1981 for para 4.5.5 and 4.5.9, below. Retain the 
same setup (Figure 4-3) and set the controls as follows: 

1310 Oscillator: 
Frequency Range. 
Frequency . 
Level. 

1450 Attenuator: 
Attenuation 

200Hz to 2kHz 
1kHz (10 on dial) 

. Adjust for 0.5 V on DVM 

10.0 dB 
1981 Sound-Level Meter being checked: 

Power Switch . 
RANGE •..•.• 

. ON 
70-120 dB 

DIGITAL DISPLAY. . CONT 
FAST/SLOW . . FAST. 

b. If the 1981 meter does not already indicate 120.0 dB, 
adjust the oscillator level or CAL for this reference. 

c. Check the tracking of meter and digital displays across 
the display range by setting the 1450 as indicated in Table 
4-3. At each setting, verify that the displays are within the 
tabulated limits. If not, perform the minor adjustments of 
the next step. 

d. Slide the RANGE switch to 30-80 dB and reset the 
1450 attenuator to 60.0 dB. Verify that both meter and 
digital displays are 70.0 ±0.5 dB. 

e. If you replace C-U3 or U4, make a check like the 
Display Tracking Check except set oscillator frequency to 



12.5 kHz. Pay particular attention to the span of the meter 
readings as you switch the attenuator from 10 to 60 dB. 

Notice that either C-C1 0 or C-C29 (never both) may have 
been removed from the circuit. If both are present, either 
may be removed as necessary; if missing, capacitors may be 
installed of the type shown in the parts list (Section 5). 
Refer to the bottom line of Table 4-3; if meter reads too 
low, at 70 dB A remove C-C1 0; if the meter reads high, 
remove C-C29. 

Table 4-3 

DISPLAY TRACKING CHECK 
Attenuator 
Set 1450 

16.0 dB 
13.0 
10.0 
20.0 
30.0 
40.0 
50.0 
60.0 

Meter Reading 

114.0 dB(A) reference 
117.0 ± 0.2 dB(A) 
120.0 ± 0.2 
110.0 ± 0.2 
100.0 ± 0.7 
90.0 ± 0.7 
80.0 ± 0.7 
70.0 ± 0.7 

4.5.6 AC Output Distortion Check. 

Digital Display 

114.0 ± 0.4 dB(A) 
117.0 ± 0.4 
120.0 ± 0.4 
110.0 ± 0.4 
100.0 ± 0.7 
90.0 ± 0.7 
80.0 ± 0.7 
70.0 ± 0.7 

a. Retain the same setup and set the controls as follows: 
1310 Oscillator: 

Frequency Range 
Frequency . 
Level. 

1450 Attenuator: 
Attenuation 

334-A Distortion Analyzer: 
Function Switch . . . 
Meter Range Switch . 

200 Hz to 2 kHz 
1 kHz (10 on dial) 

Adjust for 5 V on DVM * 

30.0 dB 

SET LEVEL 
SET LEVEL 

19B1 Sound-Level Meter under test: 
Power switch . . . 
RANGE .... , . 

DIGITAL DISPLAY 
FAST/SLOW . 

. ON 
70-120 dB 

.. CONT 

. . FAST. 
b. The 19B1 meter should indicate full scale. Increase 

the input voltage 12 dB above full scale by setting the 1450 
to 1B.O dB. The digital readout should indicate 132.0 ± 1 dB. 
This verifies overall crest-factor capacity. 

Level . Adjust for 0.5 Von DVM t 
1450 Attenuator: 

Attenuation 
19B1 Sound-Level Meter being checked: 

Power Switch . 
RANGE. 
DIGITAL DISPLAY. 
FAST SLOW . 

B.O dB 

ON 
70-120dB 

CONT 
FAST 

b. Adjust the 1981 CAL for a 120.0 digital display. 
c. Check the A-weighting response in accordance with 

Table 4-4 by setting the 1310 Frequency as indicated and 
observing that the 1981 digital display is between the limits 
shown. 

Table4-4 

A-WEIGHTING CHECK 
Set 1310 1981 

Frequency Digital Limits 

1 kHz 
500Hz 
100Hz 
20Hz 
2kHz 
8kHz 

12.5 kHz 

120.0 dB (Reference) 
116.2 to 117.2 dB 
1 00.0 to 1 01.4 
68.0 to 71.0 

120.7 to 121.7 
118.2 to 119.6 
114.0 to 116.6 

4.5.8 DC Output Check. 

a. Retain the same setup and reset the controls as indi
cated in paragraph 4.5.5 a, except set the 1450 Attenuator 
to 60.0 dB. 

b. Connect the 2440 DVM to the DC OUTPUT of the 
1981, using a 1560-P77 patch cord. 

c. Set the 1310 Oscillator level so the DVM reads 0 ± 1 mV. 

d. Check that the de output is proportional to the signal 
level in dB(A) by setting the 1450 Attenuator as indicated in 
Table 4-5. (The "meter" column is provided for convenience.) 

Attenuator 
Setting 

Table 4-5 

DC OUTPUT CHECK 

1981 DC Voltage 
Meter* on DVM 

c. Adjust the SENSITIVITY of the 334-A for full scale on its 
meter and measure the distortion. It should be less than 1.0%. 

10.0 dB 
20.0 
30.0 
40.0 
50.0 
60.0 

120 dB(A) 
110 
100 

485 ±50 mV 
388 ± 40 
291 ± 30 

If you replace D-UB, check the frequency of the signal 
at D-UB, pin 4, using the 1_192 Counter. Frequency should 
be 120 to 160kHz. If it is below this range, substitute a 
smaller capacitor for D-C5, and vice versa. (Correction of 
this frequency generally assures the above-mentioned crest
factor capacity.) 

4.5.7 A-Weighting Check. 

a. Retain the setup in Figure 4-3 and set the controls 
as follows: 

1310 Oscillator: 
Frequency Range 
Frequency . . 

200 Hz to 2 kHz 
1 kHz (10 on dial) 

• Nominal readings. 

90 
80 
70 

4.5.9 Noise Level Check. 
NOTE 

194 ± 20 
97 ± 10 

0 ± ,. 

Except for the microphone, this is like a measure
ment of "noise floor"; see para 2.3.6. 

a. Disconnect the 1981 from other test equipment and 
connect from the 1981 AC OUTPUT to the 1933 SLM 
microphone mast, using a 1933-9602 cable. Be sure the 
1981 under test is powered by its battery pack. 

*If 5 V overdrives the 1981-B, lower the voltage until a full-scale indication is obtained. 
tlf 0.5 V overdrives the 1981-B, lower the voltage until a full-scale indication is obtained. 
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b. Short the 1560-P9 Dummy Microphone on the 1981 
with a BNC short circuit. 

c. Set the controls as follows: 
1981 Sound-Level Meter being checked: 

Power Switch . 

RANGE. 

DIGITAL DISPLAY. 
FAST/SLOW . 

1933 Sound-Level Meter: 

BAND Switch . 
FLAT Weighting Button 
MAX MIKE dB 
dB Level Switch . 

. ON 

70-120 dB 

CONT 
FAST 

METER IMP/SLOW Buttons 
SOURCE 

. WEIGHTING 

. Depressed 
. 130 dB 

50-60-70 dB 
.Both Released 

. TAPE 
. Depressed (ON). ON/OFF. 

d. The maximum noise level of the 1981 should be at 
least 65 dB below full scale. Under the above conditions, this 
specification is met if the 1933 meter reads less than 65 dB. 

e. Slide the RANGE switch to 30-80 dB. The maximum 
noise level of the 1981 should be at least 51 dB below full 
scale. That is, the 1933 meter should read less than 79 dB. 

Also, the 1981 digital display should read less than 29 dB. 

f. Table 4-6 shows typical signal-to-noise levels for 
selected octave-band center frequencies. Information is 
presented for each 1981-B level range. 

4.5.1 0 Meter Calibration for BAT Check. 

a. For this adjustment, connect the 1981 to an external 
power supply (HP 6215-A). Refer to para 4.5.2. 

b. Make the test setup shown in Figure 4-3. 
c. Set the controls as follows: 
1310 Oscillator: 

Frequency Range 
Frequency . 
Level 

. 200 Hz to 2 kHz 
1 kHz(10ondial) 

. Adjust for 0.5 V on DVM 
1450 Attenuator: 

Attenuation. 

1981 Sound-Level Meter being checked: 
Power switch . 
RANGE. 

DIGITAL DISPLAY 

FAST/SLOW . 

. 20.0 dB 

. ON 

70-120 dB 
. CONT 

. FAST. 
d. Connect the 2440 DVM to monitor the HP 6215-A 

Power Supply and adjust its de output voltage to 3. 7 volts. 

Figure 4-4. Test setup for meter ballistics checks. 
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e. Note the digital readout and reduce the de supply 
voltage until the digital display shifts ±0.2 dB; then raise 
the voltage by +0.15 V. The supply voltage should now be 
about 3.2 V. 

f. Push the 1981 Power Switch to BAT and verify that 
the meter pointer points to the BAT mark at mid-scale. 
If not, it is necessary to remove the D Board for access. 
Then adjust C-R21 for this indication. 

4.5. 11 Meter Ballistics Checks . 

a. Make the test setup shown in Figure 4-4 . 
The diagram shows a 600-n resistor in series with the "high" 

connection from the 1396 SIGNAL OUTPUT (use a clip lead), to 
effectively increase its output impedance. Also connect a Decade 
Resistor (GR 1433-L) between the "high" side of the 1396 
SIGNAL INPUT and the "attenuator end" of the 600-n resistor . 

b. Set the controls as follows: 
1310 Oscillator: 

Frequency Range 
Frequency . 
Level 

. 200 Hz to 2 kHz 
1 kHz (10 on dial) 

Adjust for 0.5 V on the DVM 
1450 A tten uator: 

Attenuation 10.0 dB 
1396 Tone-Burst Generator: 

TRIGGER LEVEL .0 
SLOPE (-) 

CYCLE COUNT NORMAL 
TIMING (rear). . INT 
OUTPUT ON . CONT 
OUTPUT OFF 1 SEC 

1191-B Counter: 
INTERVAL Button Depressed 
RANGE . 10 JlS 
DISPLAY TIME 100 ms 
(: NPUT A) AC/DC DC 
(INPUT A) POLARITY & ATTEN 1 (+) 
(INPUT B) AC/DC DC 
(INPUT B) POLARITY & ATTEN 1 (-) 
SEPARATE/COMMON. . COMMON 

1981 Sound-Level Meter under test: 
Power switch ON 
RANGE . 70-120dB 
DIGITAL DISPLAY CONT 
FAST/SLOW . FAST. 

c. The lamp behind CONT on the 1396 OUTPUT ON 
dial should now be on. 

d. Adjust the 1450 Attenuator for a reading on the 1981 
meter of 116.0d8. 

e. Set the 1396 OUTPUT ON for approximately 0.2 SEC 
'and adjust this dial carefully for a reading of 200 on the 1191. 
You have set the "on" time interval of the pulse to 200 ms. 

f. Set the 1396 OUTPUT OFF dial to 10 SEC. Adjust 
the 1433 Decade Resistor initially to 5 krl and then care
fully to obtain a meter reading of 96.0 on the 1981 when t!le 
tone burst is off. You have set the amplitude of the tone
burst steps (from the 1396) to 20 dB. 



g. During the "on" time of the tone bursts, the meter 
reading should go to 115.0 ± 1 dB. 

h. Set the OUTPUT OFF dial to SEC 1 and switch the 
1981 FAST/SLOW to SLOW. 

i. Adjust the OUTPUT ON dial for a reading of 500 on the 
1191. You have set the "on" time interval of pulse to 500 ms. 

j. Reset the OUTPUT OFF dial to SEC 10. During the "on" 

time of tone bursts, meter reading should go to 112.0 ± 2.0 dB. 
NOTE 

Overshoot response to a signal suddenly applied 
and held constant, over the frequency range of 
63 Hz to 8000 Hz, is nominally 0 dB. 

4.5.12 Detector Balance Check. 

a. Make the test setup shown in Figure 4-5, using the+ 

output of the pulse generator. 
b. Set the controls as follows: 

1340 Pulse Generator: 
PULSE PERIOD/FREQUENCY . 

PULSE DURATION. 
PULSE OFFSET (large knob) 

PULSE OFFSET (small knob) 

1450 Attenuator: 
Attenuation 

1981 Sound-Level Meter: 

Power switch . 

RANGE. 

2.0 X 1 ms 

2.0 X 100 JlS 

0 

.0 

40.0 dB 

. ON 
70-120 dB 

DIGITAL DISPLAY. . CONT 

FAST /SLOW . . FAST 

c. Adjust the+ pulse amplitude for a 5-V pulse on the 

scope, using the small knob of the dual PULSE AMPLI
TUDE control on the 1340. 

d. Adjust the 1450 A tten uator such that the 1981 meter 
indicates 120 dB (A) (within ± 2 dB) and note the reading on 
the digital display. 

e. Connect the patch cord to the negative output of the 
pulse generator (instead of the positive output). Adjust the 
-pulse amplitude for a 5-V pulse on the scope, us'ing the 
large knob of the dual PULSE AMPLITUDE control. 

f. The reading on the 1981 digital display should be 

within ± 1 dB of the previously noted reading. 

g. Adjust the 1450 such that the 1981 meter indicates 70 
dB(A) (within ±2 dB); note the reading on the digital display. 

h. Reconnect the patch cord to the positive output of 
the pulse generator (instead of the negative output). The 
reading on the 1981 digital display should be within ±2 dB 
of the reading noted in the previous step. 

NOTE 
If instrument fails, fault is most likely in the 

detector circuitry. Return to GenRad for repair. 

4.5.13 Final Calibration. 

Final calibration of the 1981 Sound-Level Meter the 
last of the test and adjustment procedures, is the sa~e as 
acoustic calibration described elsewhere (para 2.1), and 
summarized here: 

1'181 

Figure 4-5. Test setup for detector balance check. 

a. Disconnect test equipment and dummy microphone. 
Install the microphone on the 1981 preamplifier. Install the 
battery pack and perform the routine battery check. 

b. Fit the %-in. coupler/adaptor to the 1562 or 1567 

Calibrator. Turn it on, (set to 1 kHz), and place it over the 

1981 microphone. Slide the 1981 power switch ON and the 
RANGE switch to 70-120 dB. 

c. Adjust CAL as may be necessary to obtain a reading 

of 114.0 dB(A) ± 0.5 dB, for standard temperature and 

atmospheric pressure; (114.0 +correction from calibrator 
instruction manual± 0.5 dB, for unusual conditions). 

4.6 MAINTENANCE. 

4.6.1 Battery Pack. 

Refer to para 2.6. 

4.6.2 Meter Window. 

The dear acrylic meter window can become susceptible 
to electrostatic-charge buildup and can be scratched, if 

improperly cleaned. 

The window is treated inside and out in manufacturing 
with a special non-abrasive anti-static solution, Statnul *, 
which normally should preclude any interference in meter 
operation caused by electrostatic effects. (The problem, 
which may be observed only in a very dry climate, is evi
denced by the inability of the meter movement to return 
promptly to a zero reading, when it is deenergized.) As 

supplied by Gen Rad, the meter should return to zero read
ing within 30 seconds, immediately following the placement 
of a static charge, as by rubbing the outside surface. This 
rate of return meets the requirements of ANSI standard 
C39.1-1972. 

If static-charge problems occur, possibly as the result of 
thorough cleaning, recondition the window as follows: 

a. Polish the window carefully with soft dry cheesecloth 
or nylon chiffon. 

b. Apply a coating of Statnul*, with the polishing cloth. 

CAUTION 
Do not use any kind of solvent. Kleenex or paper 

towels can scra~ch the window surface. 

If it ~hould be necessary to place limit marks on the meter 
window, use paper-based masking tape, rather than any 
kind of marking pen, which could be abrasive or react 
chemically with the acrylic. 

*Available from Mancib Co., Burlington, MA 01803. 
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4.7 FAULT ANALYSIS. 

If the instrument fails completely or cannot be brought 

to specified performance by means of the calibrations 

described above, either return it promptly to GenRad (see 

para 4.2) or proceed to determine the cause of failure. 

Refer to the theory, Section 3, and to the schematic dia

grams in the last section of this manual. Helpful waveforms 

are presented in both places. 

Table 4-6 
TYPICAL INTERNAL SIGNAL-TO-NOISE LEVELS 

(Octave-band noise levels in dB below full scale) 

dB Level Range 
(full scale) Octave-Band Center Frequencies 

120 

80 

31.5 

102 

76 

63 

97 

73 

125 250 500 

99 98 96 

69 66 64 

1000 2000 4000 8000 

94 89 88 87 

62 60 59 59 

HANDLING PRECAUTIONS 

FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

SUBJECT TO DAMAGE BY STATIC ELECTRICITY 

Place instrument or system component to be serviced, 

spare parts in conductive (anti-static) envelopes or carriers, 

hand tools, etc. on a work surface defined as follows. The 

work surface, typically a bench top, must be conductive 

and reliably connected to earth ground through a safety 

resistance of approximately 250 kilohms to 500 kilohms. 

Also, for personnel safety, the surface must NOT be metal. 

(A resistivity of 30 to 300 kilohms per square is suggested.) 

Avoid placing tools or electrical parts on insulators, such as 

books, paper, rubber pads, plastic hags, or trays 

Ground the frame of any line-powered equipment, test 
instruments, lamps, drills, soldering irons, etc., directly to 

earth ground. Accordingly, (to avoid shorting out the safety 

resistance) be sure that grounded equipment has rubber 

feet or other means of insulation from the work surface. 

The instrument or system component being serviced should 

be similarly insulated while grounded through the rower-

cord ground wire, but must be connected to the work sur

face before. during, and after any disasc;embly or other pro

cedure in which the line cord is disconnected. (Use a clip 

lead.) 

Exclude any hand tools and otl1er items that c.an qenerate 

a static charge. (Examrles of forbidden items are non

conductive plunger-type solder suckers and rolls of elec

trical tape.) 
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Ground yourself reliably, through a resistance. to the 

work surface; use, for example, a conductive strap or cable 

with a wrist cuff. The cuff must make electrical contact 

directly with your skin; do NOT wear it over clothiny. 

(Resistance between skin contact and work surface through 

a commercially available personnel groundinq drvict~ is 

typically in the range of 250 kilohms to 1 mrqol11n.) 

If any circuit boards or IC packages are to be stored or 

transported, enclose thern in conductive r.nvelopes and/or 

carriers. Remove the items from such envelopes only with 

the above precautions; handle IC packages without touchinq 
the contact pins. 

Avoid circumstances that are likely to produu, st::Jtic 

charges, such as wearing clothes of synthetic matl'ridl, sit

ting on a plastic-covered or rubber-footed stool (p<utic

ularly while wearing wool), cornbing your h<Jir, or rnakinq 

extensive erasures. These circumstances are most si~Jnificant 
when the air is dry. 

When testing static-sensitive devices, be sun~ de power is 

on before. during, and after application of test siqnals. Be 

sure all pertirwnt voltages have been switchrd off whilr~ 

boards or components are removed or inserted, whether 

hard-wired or plug-in. 



Parts Lists and Diagrams-Section 5 

Mechanical replaceable parts 
Overall block diagram . 
Cables 
Interconnection diagram 
P Board ( 1933-4 795), preamplifier 
C-Board (1981-4750) 
D Board (1981-4760) 
Federal Manufacturers code 

Each reference designator used in our schematic 
diagrams and circuit descriptions includes an 
initial letter, before a hyphen, to identify the 
subassembly (except that A refers to the main 
frame). The numeric portion of each designator 
is generally shorter than would be the case if a 
block of numbers were assigned to each sub
assembly. The letter before the hyphen may be 
omitted only if clearly understood, as within a 
subassembly schematic diagram. 

NOTE 

5-2 
5-3 
5-4 
5-5 
5-5 
5-7 
5-9 

. 5-10 

Electrical parts information in this section is presented in 
such a way that all the data for a part-numbered sub
assembly are visible in a single opening of the manual. 
Thus, the parts list appears on left-hand pages, while the 
part-location diagram (on the apron) and the schematic 
diagram (tip out) are on right-hand pages. Most of the 
subassemblies are plug-in boards, to permit replacement 
should failure occur. 

The letter after the hyphen designates 
the type of part. The table below 
identifies these abbreviations: 

REFERENCE DESIGNATOR ABBREVIATIONS 

8 Motor P PI ug 
BT Battery Q Transistor 
c Capacitor R Resistor 
CR Diode s Switch 
DS Lamp T Transformer 
F Fuse u Integrated Circuit 
J Jack VA Diode, Zener 
K Relay X Socket for Plug-In 
KL Relay Coil y Crystal 
KS Relay Switch z Network 
L Inductor 
M Meter References 
MK Microphone ASA Y32.16 and M I L-STD-16C 
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FIG ~EF 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

6 
7 
H 

9 
1U 

11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

MISC 

QNT 

1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 

1 
1 
2 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

MECHANICAL PARTS LIST 

flf' SCQ. I PTI ON 

BdTTERY COMPART~ENT ASM 
BEZEL ASM,JNCLUDES FRUNT 

PANEL (COVER) AND LENS 
FOP DIGITAL READOUT 

S~ITCH B-54,DIGITAL DISPLAY 
OFF-CONT-MAX 

INCLUI)ES . 
BLOCK 
BUTTON 
SPRING,DF.TFNT 
CONTACT, SPRING 

LA!3 EL 
SWITCH R-S3,POWEP OFF-ON-BAT 

INCLUDES 
BLOCK 
BUTTON 
SPRING,DETFNT 
CONTACT, S PR I NG 
SPPTNG,~O~ENTARY RETURN 

SWITCH,A-S3, Do RANGt 
INDIC~TOR,OIGITAL,F-Ul 
SWITCH,PUSHHUTTO~ A-Sl 

CAPTURE DISPLAY 
METER,A-~11 

PRFAMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY 
INCLUDES 

PREAMPLIFIFR PC ~OARD 
MICROPHON~,A-MK1 

FLAT RA~~OM RFSPONSE,OR 
FLIT PERPE~DICULAR RESPONSE 

NOSE-CONE RETAINER 
CONE,NOSE 
COVER,BOTTGM ASM* 
JACK,A-J2 AC OUTPUT 
SWITCH,A-52 FAST,SLOW 
JACK,A-J3 DC OUTPUT 
JACK,G-J5 BAT CHARGE 
COVER,BATTERY COMPARTMENT 
CAP,~ICROPHONE CONNECTOR 
WINDSCREEN (PKG OF 4) 
STRAP, WRIST 
CHARGER,BATTERY 
COVEP,OUST 
INPUT CONNECTO~ ASM,A-J1 

(INSIDE OF NOSE CONE) 

GR PAR.T NO 

1981-2041 
19H1-2061 

1981-0720 

1981-7060 
1981-7070 
1981-8110 
1981-8100 
1981-0500 
1981-0720 

1981-7060 
1981-7070 
19H 1-B 110 
19dl-810C 
19~1-8120 
7910-u4o0 
54 37-1240 
7870-1529 

5730-1460 
1981-4000 

1933-4795 

1962-3300 
1962 - 3310 
1981-6210 
1981-7v2CJ 
1991-1240 
4260-1110 
7910-0460 
4260-1110 
4260-1360 
1981-8090 
1981-6060 
1!:160-9522 
1981-0410 
1981-~~~/;-
1972-7410 
1981-1300 

*In the text, 1981-1240 is called the REAR cover. 

5-2 PARTS & DIAGRAMS 

.FMC 

24655 
24655 

24655 

24655 
24b55 
24655 
24655 
24655 
24655 

24655 
24655 
24655 
24655 
24655 
05568 
28480 
09353 

24655 
24655 

24655 

2~655 

24655 
24655 
24655 
24655 
82389 
05568 
82389 
82389 
24655 
24655 
24655 
24655 
24655 
24655 
24655 

MFGR PART NO 

1981-2041 
1981-2U61 

1981-iJ720 

19tH-7060 
1981-7070 
1981-8110 
1981-8100 
1981-0Svv 
1981-0721.) 

1981-7060 
1981-7U7C 
1981-8llu 
1981-8100 
1981-8120 
23-C21-112 
5082-7459 
8532-B 

5730-1460 
1981-400\J 

1933-4795 

1962-3300 
1962 - 3310 
l9dl-6210 
1981-7020 
1981-124(.1 
TR-2A 
23-021-112 
TR-2A 
~0.41 

1981-8090 
198l-bu60 
1560-9522 
1981-0410 
1981-0420 
1972-7410 
198 l-13UO 
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Figure 5-1. Mechanical replaceable parts of 1981-B Precision Sound-Level Meter. 
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~MS DETECTOR t METER 
OG CONVERTER .... ___ ._.AMPLIFIER 
J3 , U 4 U 6 U5 , Q 8 

VPRI 

--------, 
I 

TRANSFER 
COUNTER CONTROLLE 
~ DISPLAY DECODER 

UB 

DISPLAY VPRI I 

BATTERY 
CHECK GATE .,.. ___ ---t 

Q9 

DRIVERS ..,_..____,,....----~ 
02 THRU Ql3 

MODA 

DISPLAY 

F-UI 

lcAPTURE DISPLAYl 

------------------R~S~T~~---~~~ +V 

' .. _______ J 

I METER I loc OUT 

R23 

R25 

BATK FMDT 

~------, 

I I 
I I 
I BAT. I 

POWER 
I B-S3 OFF I 

-, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

_j 

CHARGER 
INTERLOCK 

VBAT 3.6 VDC 
I o~------+-1 ----j_-r-----c~~Q ~ 

I I 
-vi 

0 BAT I 
OFF I 

I DIGITAL DISPLAY I ' 
I -vI 
I 0 MAX I 
I SWITCH BOARD "a" I 
L _!_9~- 072~ _j 

1 

Figure 5-2. Overall block diagram . 

PARTS & DIAGRAMS 5-3 





~A.'<= 'Oo e 'NOo'/. 
-oRA.\1'\l , o o ~ e ·o o £ 

5ou?,Ce: 1 ° 0 S 0 

?2. 
1'LIJ&·tf{ 
CONI'{Et::fo1{1 

TiltS END 
c 0 

Qt Q2 
T/lANSISTOR.S, BoTTOM VIEWS 

INPU7; Pl 

~::Z:~!!~~~==~~~~J_ __ _.J THIS END 

GND 

REFOES 

P2 

1?3 
75K 

Preamplifier or P Board, 1933-4795, layout. 

+ 

+ C3 li(),;J. 

l'f(, . 
lOOK 

OUT£1t SHELL ----
figure 5-4. Preamplifier board schematic, 1933-4795, P. 
This is the heart of preamplifier 1981-4000. 

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST 

PREAMPLIFIER PC BOARD P, PIN 1933-4795 

DESC~RIPTION PART NO. FMC MFGR 

li'B 
22 

. PART 

SHILLD 

51 

NUMBER 

C 1 CAP CER SQ .OOlUF lOPCT 200V 440()-61t40 72982 8121-A200~X5R-102K 
C 2 CAP TANT 6.8UF 20PCT 15V EPOXY 
C 3 CAP TANT 10 UF 20PCT 30V WET 

CR 1 DIODE I RECT 30PIV 3A IR2MA 

P 1 FRONT ENC ASM 
P 2 CONNECTCR 

Q 1 TRANSISTOR DN1330 
Q 2 TRANSISTOR 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

RES 
RES 
RES 
RES 
RES 
RES 
RES 
RES 

COMP 2.2 
CCMP 100 
C£MP 75 
COMP 3.0 
CCMP 4.7 
CCMP 100 
CCMP 3.0 
CCMP 22 

G 20PCT 1/SW 
K 5PCJ 1/SW 
K OHM 5PCT 1/SW 
K OHM 5PCT 1/SW 
K 5PCT 1/SW 
K 5PCT l/8W 
K OHM 5PCT 1/SW 
OHM 5PCT 1/BW 

445()-6401 56289 1620685X0015BA2 
4450-6320 90201 MTP lOUF 20PCT 30V 

6081-1042 80211 IN5821 

156()-2680 24655 156Q-2680 
1933-0410 24655 1933-0410 

821Q-l260 17856 0Nl330 
8210-1204 24655 821Q-1204 

6098-8228 81349 RCR05G228 
6098-4105 81349 RCR05Gl04J 
6098-3755 8131t9 RCR05G 75.3J 
6098-2305 81349 RCR05G302.J 
6098-2475 8131t9 RCR05G472J 
6098-4105 81349 RCR05Gl04J 
6098-2305 81349 RCR05G302J 
6098-0225 81349 RCR05G220J 

GND 

.... ··s" of! Q1 

fMlt!"RoPJIDAIE "HitiJI"j 
Lr.r:RMIIII~L == W/2. 

-l 



R.EO 
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~ ; ~ r ~-- -- --,:-r-:3-~~0-/'1-:-~c-c~-~-,-;-E-1.. ;-- --- ---

A-Sf ,uw;R: ~ l ; .p. - :::: 

~~~~~~~ 1 RD ' Hf 
WTI4 I D-:TB 

2 o-:r~ 

-4750 1 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- _J 
FRONT EfVCJ I I --5 .. -- -- -- -- -- - -

A-ss soARo'c" I .--''-'--s"'"':L------------<.:.I.:IC.:L'--f---j 
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0\ 
'i' 
C> 

DESIGNlTIOM 
SU&AS5eN\SL'I LETTEI'. 

A CHI'.SSIS 
6 SWITcH IIOAIID 01t0 
c. fl\011" EMO 801\1'10 -4750 
I) I ~;to c.oMvellnll &0-•1-760 
E -l'LEl. C::I(BLE -0730 
F FLE" CABLE -0740 
G BATTEI\V BOll. -2.070 

0-JIIn.~ 

2. 

- 4760 O·J'IZ 

"fD CONVERT££( l!
.,..,20 A-S!l 

BOARD "D" D·JIO 

D-502. 



ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST (cont) 

F~ONT fND I DETECTOQ PC BOARD C PIN 1981-4750 

R 
~ 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
fl 
R 
R 
k 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
P. 
R 
R 
R 
P. 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

so 

T 

u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 

xu 

DESCRIPTION 

5 PnT CERM TR~ 50K QH~ 10 PCT 1ST 
6 RSS FLM lOOK 1 PCT 1/BW 
7 RES FLM ll.!>K 1 PCT 1/8W 
8 KES FLM 4.22K ~ 1 PCT 1/8W 
9 R[S COMP 1.2 M 5PCT l/4W 

10 R-ES FLM So.ZK 1 PCT 1/SW 
11 ~2S FLM 7.5K 1 PCT 1/SW 
12 K cS t STOR MATCHED PA JF1 
13 RES CO~P 820 K 5PCT l/4w 
14 ~cSISTOR MATCHED PAIR 
15 ~ES ~LM 26.7M lPCT 100V250PPM1/2 
16 ~ESISTOR MATCHED PAIP 
17 RES FLM 909 OH~ 1 PCT 1/BW 
18 ~ESISTOR M4TCHED PAIR 
19 RES COMP 4.7 K lOPCT l/4W 
20 kES COMP 150 M 20PCT 1/4~ 
21 POT CERM TRM 1K OHM 20 PCT lT 
22 RES FLM lO.OK 1 PCT 1/8W 
23 RES FLM lOOK 1 PC T l/8W 
~4 ~JT CERM TR~ 1K OHM 20 PCT lT 
25 RtS FLM 249 OHMS 1PCT 25PPM 1/8W 
26 RES COMP 100 OHM 10PCT l/8W 
21 R~S CQMP 3.9 K OHM lOPCT l/8W 
28 RES COMP 3.9 K OH~ 10PCT 1/BW 
29 KES COMP 240 OHM 5PCT 1/8W 
30 ~ES COMP 47 K lOPCT l/4W 
31 ~ES COMP 12 K 5PCT 1/4W 
32 RES COMP 27 K 10PCT l/4W 
33 RES CCMP 27 K lOPCT 1/4W 
34 RES COMP 180 K 5PCT l/4W 
35 RES COMP 220 Oh~ lOPCT l/4W 
36 Q.=$ COMP 22') OHM 10PCT 1/4W 
37 RES CO~P ~90 OHM 5PCT l/4W 
38 POT CER~ TRM ZOO OHM 20 PCT lT 

1 SO{KET IC 16 CONTACT PC 

1 POWER I~Vf~TEP TRANSFORMEP 

1 1 C Ll NEAR 
2 IC LtNE=AR MC1776CG 
3 IC LINEAR 
4 IC L!NEAR MC1776CG 
5 IC LINEAR LM308 
6 IC HEX TRANSISTOR 

1 SOCKET IC B CONT SPL PIN CIRCLE 

*ICL LM201A,SELECTED (B.W. 500kHz MINIMUM) 

5-6 PARTS & DIAGRAMS 

PART NO. 

604S-0191 
6250-3100 
6250-2115 
6250-1422 
6J99-5125 
62~0-25c2 
6250-1750 
1981-0480 
6099-482.5 
1981-0480 
6619-3402 
1981-0481 
6250-0909 
1981-0481 
6099-2479 
6099-7158 
6049-01.06 
6250-2100 
6250-3100 
6049-0106 
6190-')600 
6098-1109 
6098-2399 
6098-2399 
6098-1245 
6099-3479 
6099-31Z5 
6099-3279 
6099-3279 
6099-4185 
6099-1229 
6099-1229 
6099-1395 
6049-0104 

7540-1816 

1981-2001 

5432-1060 
5432-1074 
54~2-1060 
5432-1074 
5432-1030 
5434-0117 

7540-3473 

FMC ~FGR PART NUMBER 

80294 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
24655 
81349 
24655 
24655 
24655 
81349 
24655 
81349 
81349 
80294 
81349 
81349 
80294 
75042 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
80294 

73803 

24655 

24655 
04713 
24655 
04713 
12040 
24655 

9150o 

3006P-l-503 
RN5501003F 
RN5501152F 
RN5504221F 
RCR07Gl25J 
RN5505622F 
RN55D7501F 
Rl2=14.7K R14=29.4K 
RCR07G824J 
R 12= 14 • 7K R 14= 2 9 • 4K 
6619-3402 
R16=2.67K Rl8=35.7K 
RN55D9090F 
Rl6=2.67K Rl8=35.7K 
RCR07G472K 
RCR07Gl57 
3329H-l-l 02 
PN55Dl002F 
RN!)501003F 
3329H-l-102 
CEA 249 OHM 1PCT T
RCR05Gl01K 
RCR05G392K 
RCR0·5G392K 
RCR05G241J 
RCR07G473K 
RCR07Gl23J 
RCR07G273K 
RCR07G27.3K 
RCR07Gl84J 
PCR 07G221K 
RCP07G221K 
RCP07G391J 
3329H-l-201 

C831610 

1981-2001 

5432-1060 
~Cl776CG 
5432-1060* 
MC1776CG 
LM308H 
5434-0117 

X8059-7Gl 



ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST 

FRONT END I DETECTOR PC BOARD C, 

REFDES DESCRIPTION PART NO. 

c 
c 
c 
c 4 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

l CAP TANT 4.7 Uf 20PCT 10V 
2 CAP MYLAR .02UF 1 PCT 100V 
3 CAP MYLAR .02Uf 1 PCT lOOV 

5 
6 
1 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

CAP CER DISK 75 pF 5% 500 V 
CAP TANT .68 UF 5PCT 50V 
CAP MICA lOOOPF lPCT 500V 
CAP TANT 1.0 UF 5PCT 35V 
CAP CER MONO O.lUF 20PCT SOVGP 
CAP CER OISC 150PF 5PCT 500V 
CAP CER TUB lPF 5PCT 500V 
CAP TANT 1.0 .UF lOPCT 35V 
CAP TANT 6.8 UF lOPCT 15V 
CAP CER MONO lUF 20PCT 50VGP 
CAP CER DISC .OlUF 80/20PCT lOOV 
CAP CER DISC 680PF 5PCT 500V 
CAP CER DISC 680Pf 5PCT 500V 
CAP CER MONO O.lUF 20PCT 50VGP 
CAP CER MONO O.lUF 20PCT 50VGP 
CAP TANT 120 UF 20PCT lOV WET 
CAP TANT 120 UF 20PCT lOV WET 
CAP TANT 4.7 UF 20PCT 10V 
CAP CER MONO O.lUF 20PCT 50VGP 
CAP CER MONO 0.1UF 20PCT 50VGP 
CAP CER TUB 0.47PF 5PCT 500V 
CAP CER DISC 30PF 5PCT 500V 
CAP CER DISC 30PF 5PCT 500V 
CAP TANT 120 pF 20 PCT 10 V WET 
CAP CER MONO O.lUF 20PCT 50VGP 
CAP CER TUB 0.22Pf 5PCT 500V 
CAP CER DISC 300PF 5PCT 500V 

c 32 CAP CER DISK 10 pF 5% 500 V 

CR 
CR 
CR 
CR 
CR 
CR 
CR 

Q 
Q 
Q 
Q 

Q 
*0 

Q 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

1 DIODE 1N455 30PIV IR 30UA GE 
2 DIODE 1N455 30PIV IR 30UA GE 
3 DIODE 1N455 lOPIV IR 30UA GE 
4 DIODE 1N455 30PIV IR 30UA GE 
5 ZENER 1N4577 6.4V 5PCT .~W 

6 DIODE 1N4151 75PIV IR.1UA SI 
7 DIODE 1N4151 75PIV IR.1UA Sl 

3 TRANSISTOR 2N5249 
4 TRANSISTOR 2N6009 
5 TRANSISTOR 2N6009 
6 TRANSISTOR 2Nl305 
1 TRANS E-505 CS 
8 TRANSISTOR 2N4416 
9 TRANSISTOR 2N3414 

lAM T0106 

2 RES FLM 12.7K 
3 RES FLM 27.4K 
4 RES FlM 27.4K 
5 POT CERM TRM 
6 RES FU4 lOOK 

1 PCT l/8W 
1 PCT l/8W 
1 PCT 1/8W 

50K OHM 10 PCT l5T 
l PCT 1/8W 

445o-4700 
4860-7853 
4860-7853 
4404-0755 
4450-4314 
471D-0100 
4450-4302 
4400-2050 
4404-1155 
4400-0101 
445D-6404 
445G-6405 
4400-2070 
4401-3100 
~404-1685 

4404-1685 
440D-2050 
4~00-2050 
445G-6301 
4450-6301 
4450-4700 
4400-2050 
4400-2050 
4400-1201 
4404-0305 
4404-0305 
4450-6301 
4400-2050 
4400-0022 
4404-1305 

4404-0105 

6082-1010 
6082-1010 
6082-1010 
6082-1010 
6083-1065 
6082-1001 
6082-1001 

8210-1077 
8210-1265 
8.210-1265 
8210-1305 
8215-0101 
8210-1142 
8210-1047 

6250-2127 
6250-2274 
6250-2274 
6049-0191 
625G-3100 

PIN 1981-4750 

FMC 

56289 
56289 
56289 
74982. 
56289 
81349 
56289 
72982 
72982 
95121 
56289 
56289 
72982 
72982 
72982 
72982 
72982 
72982 
90201 
90201 
56289 
72982 
72982 
95121 
72982 
72982 
90201 
72982 
95121 
72982 

72982 

14433 
14433 
14433 
14433 
07910 
14433 
14433 

03508 
03508 
03508 
01295 
17856 
17856 
03508 

81349 
81349 
81349 
80294 
81349 

MFGR PART NUMBER 

1500475X0010A2 
410P .02 UF 1PCT 
410P .02 UF 1PCT 

1500684X5050A2 
CM06F0102FN 
1500105X5035A2 
8131-~050-651-104M 
0831082Z5000151J 
QC 1PF 5PCT 500V 
162Dl05X9035BA2 
162D685X9015BA2 
8131-M050-651-105M 
0805540Z5U00103Z 
0831082Z5D00680J 
0831082Z5000680J 
8131-M050-65l-104M 
8131-M05D-651-104M 
MTP 120UF 20PCT lOV 
MTP 120UF 20PCT lOV 
150D475X0010A2 
8131-M050-651-104M 
8131-M05D-651-104M 
QC 0.47PF 5PCT 500V 
0831 082Z5000300J 
0831082ZSQ00300J 
MTP 120 pF 20 PCT 10 V 
8131-M050-651-104M 
QC 0.22PF 5PCT 500V 
0831082Z5000301J 

1N455 
1N455 
1N455 
1N455 
IN4577 
1N3604 
1N3604 

2N5249 
2N6009 
2N6009 
2N1305 
E505 
2N4416 
2N3414 

RN5501272F 
RN55D2742F 
RN5502742F 
3006P-l-503 
RN5501003F 

*These Components Requil;'e Special Handling for Static Protection 



RESISTANCE IS IN OHMS. K • 103, M .. 106 

CAPACITANCE IS IN FARADS.~ • 10"'6. p • 10 .. 11 

VOLTAGES EXPLAINED IN INSTRUCTION 8001( SERVICE NOTES c:::::= • PANEL CONTROL 
0 • SCREWDRIVER CONTROL WT • WIRE TOE TP • TEST POINT 
COMPLETE REFERENCE DESIGNATION INCLUOESSUBASSEMBLV 
LEJTER.C·RI.B-R!.ETC .• :::::J. •NTI:RNAL AD.f. 

73amVdc.(71D81'1\V @FULL SCALE ) 
+COrnV/de qC08MV@BOTTOM50LE. 

( OPEN-GI\OUtlOED) 

4 0 4 F ROTARY SWITCH NUMBERING 

r T L.WAFER SURFACE, FRONT. REAR 
CONTACTS: FIRSTCONTACTCW 
FROM STRUT SCREW ABOVE KEV IS 01. 
SECTION' SECTION NEAREST PANEl IS 1. 

ROTORS SHOWN CCW 

CONNECTIONS 

~OUTPUT LEAVES SUBASSEMBLY 
.........____:: INPUT FROM DIFFERENT SU8ASSEMBLY 
--£>OUTPUT REMAINS ON SUBASSEMBLY 
(>-- INPUT FROM SAME SUBASSEMBLY 

I ~SO mVI'"m<; 
(soo mV ~ t:"ULL SGALE) 

I FA~T- ~LOW I 
TO A.-5?.., 1 

5 
f 

·7 

ill
.,-
I.~V 

OV- j_ 

v 
__l 

BASE DIA<:;RAMS 
BOTTOM '1/IEW 

7RANS IS 7C•RS 

RfD DOT AT SO(.)f:?CE. 

.SOURCE 

WTI'I 
------·- --, 

'2.<04 mVdc ( '300 mV@ .F'ULI.. .SGALE ) 
+G mV/d6 0'1@ BOTTON\ SCALE 

METER AMPLIFIER 

35.1K' I 

3.4Vdc. (3.88V@fULL·SC~ 
+80 mV/d6 0'\f @BOT-SCAo/ 

WTI7 MET~P. +1 
A-Mt 
METE~ / 

=~ ::::. _J 
FMDT SOI-l (To o-r~) 

WT '~ lt>.C. OUTPUT I I TO A.-J40 

"-

1

. 440m1Jdc.(soo"'v @Full:.sCA~ 
+\0 mV/dB\ OV @'BOT SCALo/ 

tqef -4750 BoAR.D I 
---- -- - --- __J 

"*- Rl2.. 15 MATCHED WITH Rl4 
RliO IS MATCHED WITH RIB 

c 

!::>EE PAR"t"S Ll:::.T FO~ REPLA.CE.I'IE.NT 

c.'2.~ 0~ C.IO} MP.'l SE' PIEMOVE'O 8'( 
o~ C3Z 

s .B 

LAB 

Tl 
TP..~NSFOP\MEP.. 

(TOP VIEW) 

P.D·C.N 
s 

Cr 

z 
0 

(?) ,w ~B 
~ 

eGo 
\~) 

E~-;~c 
WHITE DOT 

Ui- 6 -, 
l I 

VBAT VBAT VBAT 

JRAIN 
Q7 Q-3,4,5,9 G 

Q8 
Qb 

2 WT-/6 StJI-IS SOt-/6 

FROM TO S-S3 
BATTERY+ Figure 5-6. Front-end board schematic, 1981-4750, C. 

PARTS & DIAGRAMS 5-7 



NOTE: ALL VOLTA<l>E'5. f. WAVE FORMS: 'P.EF~I\E.NCE 5\0.NJ>.L <:.1\0UND, 
WITH R.A.N"'l:. ~\Nii"CH ON '""tO·IZ.O aB RA.~~~,A.~P\..Y 110111-dB 
':JP\.. (.11'!..~-.') 10 MIC..R..OPHON1!. OR. ~~MOV'E. Ml~'e. ~ A.~P\..Y 
100 rn\1 'f"m!o (I \'l..~t.'\ SI'NU~OIOA.\... ~~~N.A..\.. DIR.'E.C.'T OR. 
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i 

PR.E AMP WTII 
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BA.TTtRY I 
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8--- I 
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WT7 

I 

I 

I 
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R37 
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en 
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+'IF 

C2.0 
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-VF 
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,-
I 
I 

I 
I 
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I 

WT\ 
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SOl· 

L 
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WT14 WTS I?S~ 

TO FK.0/'1 501-

A-SI, I ..q..s~z 



REFDES 

R 1 
R , 8 
R 9 
R 10 
R 11 
R 12 
R 13 
R 14 
R 15 
R. 16 
R 17 
R 18 
R 19 
R. 20 
R 21 
R. 22 
R. 23 
R 24 
R. 25 
R 26 
R 27 
R. 28 
R 29 
R 30 
R 31 
R 32 
R 33 
R 34 
R 35 
R 36 
R 37 
R 38 
R 39 
R 40 
R ltl 

so 

u 
*U 
*U 
*U 

u 
u 

*U 
u 

xu 
xu 
xu 
xu 
xu 

2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 

1 
2 
3 
5 
8 

ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST (cont) 

A/0 CONVERTER PC BOARD O, P/N 1981-4760 

OESCR IPTION 

RES COMP 68 K lOPCT l/4W 
RES COMP 220 K 10PCT l/4W 
RES COMP 68 K lOPCT 1/ltW 
RES COMP 220 K lOPCT 1/ltW 
RES COMP 220 K 10PCT l/4W 
RES COMP 33 K 5PCT 1/4W 
RES flM 20K 1 PCT l/8W 
RESISTOR MATCHED PAIR 
RES COMP 39 K 10PCT l/4W 
RES flM 82.5K 1 PCT l/8W 
RES flM lOOK 1 PCT l/8W 
RES COMP 47 OHM lOPCT l/4W 
RES COMP 1.0 K lOPCT l/4W 
RES FlM l.47K 1 PCT 1/BW 
RES FLM 1M 1 PCT l/8W 
RES COMP 220 K lOPCT 1/4W 
RES COMP 20 K OHM SPCT 1/4W 
RES COMP 82 OHM 5PCT 114W 
RES COMP 82 OHM SPCT 1/4W 
RES COMP 82 OHM 5PCT 1/4W 
RES COMP 82 OHM SPCT l/4W 
RES COMP 82 OHM 5PCT l/4W 
RES COMP 82 OHM 5PCT l/4W 
RES COMP 82 OHM 5PCT 1/4W 
RES COMP 12 K lOPCT l/4W 
RES COMP 120 OHM 5PCT 114W 
RES COMP 4.7 K lOPCT l/4W 
POT CERM TRM 5K OHM 20 PCT lT 
RESISTOR MATCHED PAIR 
RESISTOR MATCHED PAIR 
RES COMP 2.0 K OHM 5PCT 1/4W 
RES COMP 9.1 K OHM 5PCT 1/4W 
RES COMP 8.2 K 5PCT l/4W 
POT CERM TRM lOOK OHM 20 PCT lT 
RES COMP 2.0 K OHM 5PCT l/4W 

SOCKET IC 16 CONTACT PC 

IC liNEAR U1308 
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
lCD C04049AE 160 HEX INVERTER 
lCD CDit016AE 140 Q Btl SW 
IC liNEAR lM308 
IC liNEAR U4308 
IC liNEAR lM308 
ICO MK5005P 240 40G CNT DIS DEC 

SOCKET JC 8 CONT SPl PIN CIRClE 
SOCKET IC 14 CONTACT PC 
SOCKET It 16 CONTACT PC 
SOCKET IC 8 CONT SPl PIN CIRCLE 
SOCKET lC 24 CONT 

PART NO. 

6099-3689 
6099-4229 
6099-3689 
6099-4229 
6099-4229 
6099-3335 
6250-2200 
1981-0485 
6099-3399 
6250-2825 
625D-3100 
6099-0479 
6099-2109 
6250-1147 
6250-4100 
6099-4229 
6099-3205 
6099-0825 
6099-0825 
6099-0825 
6099-0825 
6099-0825 
6099-0825 
6099-0825 
6099-3129 
6099-1125 
6099-2479 
6049-0108 
1981-0483 
1981-0483 
6099-2205 
6099-2915 
6099-2825 
6049-0112 
6099-2205 

7540-1816 

5432-1030 
5431-7036 
5431-7021 
5431-7003 
5432-1030 
5432-1030 
5432-1030 
5431-7200 

7540-3473 
7540-1814 
7540-1816 
754D-3473 
7540-3469 

FMC 

81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
24655 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
81349 
80294 
24655 
24655 
81349 
81349 
81349 
80294 
81349 

73803 

12040 
86684 
86684 
86684 
12040 
12040 
12040 
79089 

91506 
73803 
73803 
91506 
71785 

MFGR PART 

RCR07G683K 
RCR07GZ24K 
RCR07G683K 
RCR07G224K 
RCR07GZ24K 
RCR07G333J 
RN5502002f 

NUMBER 

R3=150K Rl4=348K 
RCR07G393K 
R.N5508252f 
RN550100.3f 
RCR07G470K 
RCR07Gl02K 
RN550147lf 
RN5501004F 
RCR07G224K 
RCR07G203J 
RCR07G820J 
RCR07G820J 
RCR07G820J 
RCR07G820J 
RCR07G820J 
RCR07G820J 
RCR07G820J 
RCR07G123K 
RCR07Gl21J 
RCR07G472K 
3329H-1-50l 
R35=15.8K R36=4.22K 
R35•15.8K R36=4.22K 
RCR07G202J 
RCR07G912J 
RCR07G822J 
3329H-l-104 
RCR07G202J 

C831610 

lM308H 
C04023AE 
CD4049AE 
CD4016AE 
lM308H 
lM308H 
l.M308H 
MK-5005P 

X8059-7G1 
C831410 
C831610 
X8059-7Gl 
24N-DIP 

*These Components Require Special Handling for Static Protection 

5-8 PARTS & DIAGRAMS 



ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST 

A/D CONVERTER PC BOARD 0, P/N 1981-4760 

REFDES DESCRIPTION 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

CR 
CR 
CR 
c~ 

c~ 
CR 

J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 

*o 
0 
Q 

0 
0 
Q 
Q 

0 
Q 

Q 

Q 
Q 
0 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

1 CAP POLY CARB lUF lOPCT 50V 
2 CAP TANT .33 UF lOPCT 50V 
3 CAP POLY CARB O.l6UF SPCT lOOV 
4 CAP CER DISC 470PF 5PCT SOOV 
5 CAP CER DISC 390PF 5PCT 500V 
6 CAP MYLAR MTLZO .047UF lOPCT 50V 
1 CAP TANT .15 UF 5PCT 15V 
8 CAP CER MONO O.lUF 20PCT 50VGP 
9 CAP CER OISC 33PF 5PCT 500V 

10 CAP CER MONO O.lUF 20PCT 50VGP 
11 CAP CER MONO 0.1UF 20PCT 50VGP 
12 CAP CER OISC 33PF 5PCT 500V 
13 CAP CER OISC 33PF 5PCT 500V 

1 DIODE OHD-707 30PIV IR.OOlUA SI 
2 DIODE 1N4151 75PIV IR.lUA S! 
3 DIODE 1N4151 75PIV IR.lUA Sl 
4 DIODE 1N4151 75PIV IR.lUA SI 
5 DIODE 1N4151 75PIV IR.lUA SI 
6 DIODE 1N4151 75PIV IRelUA SI 

3 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 
4 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 
5 JACK PC .022-.025 lEAD 
6 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 
7 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 
8 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 
9 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 

10 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 
11 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 
12 JACK PC .022-.025 LEAD 

1 TRANSISTOR 2N4339 
2 TRANSISTOR 2N4250 
3 TRANSISTOR 2N4250 
4 TRANSISTOR 2N4250 
5 TRANSISTOR 2N4250 
6 TRANSISTOR 2N4250 
7 TRANSISTOR 2N4250 
8 TRANSISTOR 2N4250 
9 TRANSISTOR MPS-A14 

10 TRANSISTOR MPS-A14 
11 TRANSISTOR MPS-Al4 
12 TRANSISTOR MPS-A14 
13 TRANSISTOR 2N4250 

1 RES FLM 20K 1 PCT l/8W 
2 RES COMP 1.0 M lOPCT l/4W 
3 RESISTOR MATCHED PAIR 
4 POT CER~ TRM 50K OHM 20 PCT 1T 
5 RESISTOR MATCHED PAIR 
6 RESISTOR MATCHED PAIR 

PART NO. 

4862-1001 
4450-4270 
4862-6120 
4404-1475 
4404-1395 
4860-9473 
445D-4303 
4400-2050 
4404-0335 
4400-2050 
4400-2050 
4404-0335 
4404-0335 

6082-1009 
6082-1001 
6082-1001 
6082-1001 
6082-1001 
6082-1001 

4260-1292 
4260-1292 
4260-1292 
4260-1292 
4260-1292 
4260-1292 
4260-1292 
4260-1292 
4260-1292 
4260-1292 

8210-1152 
8210-1135 
821D-ll35 
821D-ll35 
8210-1135 
8210-1135 
821D-1135 
8210-1135 
8210-1246 
8210-1246 
8210-1246 
8210-1246 
8210-1135 

6250-2200 
6099-5109 
1981-0485 
6049-0111 
1981-0484 
1981-0484 

FMC 

75042 
56289 
75042 
72982 
72982 
56289 
56289 
72982 
72982 
72982 
72982 
72982 
72982 

07910 
14433 

. 14433 
14433 
14433 
14433 

00779 
00779 
00779 
00779 
00779 
00779 
~00779 

00779 
00779 
00779 

17856 
07263 
07263 
07263 
07263 
07263 
07263 
07263 
04713 
04713 
04713 
04713 
07263 

81349 
81349 
24655 
80294 
24655 
24655 

MFGR PART NUMBER 

X463UW 1 UF 10PCT 
1500334X9050A2 
X463UW 0.160UF SPCT 
0831082Z5000471J 
0831082Z5000391J 
431P4739R5 
1500154X5015A2 
8131-M05Q-651-104H 
0831082Z5000330J 
8131-M050-651-104M 
8131-M050-651-104M 
0831082Z5000330J 
0831082Z5D00330J 

C081172 
1N3604 
1N3604 
1N3604 
1N3604 
1N3604 

2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 
2-331272-5 

2N4339 
2N4250 
2N4250 
2N4250 
2N4250 
2N4250 
2N4250 
2N4250 
MPS-A14 
MPS-Al4 
MPS-A14 
MPS-Al4 
2N4250 

RN5502002F 
RCR07Gl05K 
R3=150K Rl4=348K 
3329H-l-503 
R5=14.7K R6=56.2K 
R5=14.7K R6=56.2K 

*These Components Require Special Handling for Static Protection 
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Figure 5·7. A/0 converter board schematic, 1981-4760, D. 
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